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Link I Had to make my current index a smaller file New Years 2016 to Thanksgiving 2016 here
www.aspca.org put a banner ad in today's NY Times digital paper thanks to my fight with the
City of Key West stopping me from feeding 3 cats the City Code guy Lopez half-starves now.

12-9-2016 Friday; Muslim Women in Hijab Break Barriers: ‘Take the Good With the Bad’ they
thank God and John Glenn for $777 Trillion gift to Mecca, Allah, and Mohammed! Thanks
John Glenn from Muslim Women in Hijab Break Barriers:
12-9-2016 Thursday; Make America Great Again connotation with 2017 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscorts - And No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op via CIA.
12-9-2016 Friday; Whistle Blower - Capt. John Glen, 1980-2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort!
12-9-2016 Friday; John Glenn, First American to Orbit the Earth and give Mecca $777 Trillion
$$$. Super Shuttle Discovery II + III were not built in the USA because NASA sold its soul to
Mecca for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenue Kick Backs, Bribes and gov. perks!
12-9-2016 Thursday; Make America Great Again connotation with a fleet of 100's of Super
Shuttle Discovery's docked in a Train named Flagler! Cheaper than one USS Jimmy Carter
Nuke Sub too!
12-9-2016 Thursday; Make America Great Again connotation with a fleet of 100's of Threestory Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines... trillions and trillions of Cashew lovers harvest
the Amazon! Not a Bill + Melinda Gates Foundation Harvest, Grin!
12-9-2016 Thursday; Make America Great Again connotation with Carrier Hospital Medical
Schools... BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff alinhardt@keysnews.com "Future Navy and
Marine F/A-18 Super Hornet pilots are in Key West buzzing in and out of Boca Chica Field in
trainer jets en route to the Florida Straits." Medical Students, Future Elite Yale Key West
Medical School MD's! Will drive the gravity engine Ford! USS George Washington that is
currently out in the Florida Straits 80 miles from Key West. USS Dr. Nancy Snyderman
Oppenheimer II Hospital Ship is currently... in a galactic battle 8 light years from Earth like a
real Star Wars Society starting Star Travels faster than the speed of light finally invented by
Oppenheimer II.

12-9-2016 Thursday; Make America Great Again connotation with iPostOffice @ Star Trek!
12-9-2016 Thursday; Make America Great Again connotation with 2017 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscorts - And No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op via CIA.
12-9-2016 Friday; Make America Great Again connotation with Oppenheimer II and the BCBomb, Breast Cancer Rx Cure A-Bomb!
12-9-2016 Friday; Whistle Blower - John Glen Hell No... Godsent 1980 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort and Capt. John Glen gives it all to Mecca, Allah along with $777
Trillion. A War Crime!
12-9-2016 Friday; American hero. Godspeed, John Glenn. Ad astra," NASA wrote on Twitter.
[John Glenn: An American Hero's Greatest Moments]
12-9-2016 Friday; John Glenn kept the $777 Trillion for himself... Trumps American Hero $.

12-9-2016 Friday; last of NASA's original seven astronauts to die, Glenn circled the world three
times on board the Mercury capsule "Friendship 7" before splashing down in the Atlantic
Ocean on Feb. 20, 1962.
12-9-2016 Friday; Shuttle Discovery - Super Shuttle Discovery II + III were sold out to Saudi
Arabia for $777 Trillion
12-9-2016 Friday; For almost nine days, from Oct. 29 through Nov. 7, 1998, Glenn and his six
STS-95 crew mates on board Discovery completed 134 orbits, conducting 80 medical and
material research experiments, and deploying and retrieving a free-flying science platform.
12-9-2016 Friday; 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort not in the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame in
1990... not driven by Glenn into the U.S. Astronaut Hall of Fame in 1990... driven to Mecca by
Glenn and his 1984 II Dictators, Grin.
12-9-2016 Friday; USS John Glenn is not a Hospital Ship but a Marine Landing Ship for
storming the beach at Mecca, grin. To confiscated $777 Trillion from those in the Mosque at
Mecca.
12-9-2016 Friday; Navy's Mobile Landing Platform (MLP) Montford Point-class ships, the
newly-named USNS John Glenn was designed based on a commercial Alaska-class crude oil
carrier.

12-9-2016 Friday; How unusual is Trump's Cabinet of generals?
12-9-2016 Friday; How unusual is Trump's Cabinet of CUNY medical professors and Yale Key
West Medical professors?

12-9-2016 Friday; Donald Trump will continue to hold the title of executive producer for the
television show “The Celebrity Apprentice”
12-9-2016 Friday; How unusual will “The Celebrity Apprentice” be with all CUNY medical
professors and Yale Key West Medical professors planning to take over all of Los Alamos and
hack 2 Trillion Rx Recipes that are all trade secrets, will Trump help them?
12-9-2016 Friday; Steve Jobs wish he built the Steve Jobs Medical School Campus, grin! The
interior of Apple's new $5 billion Apple Campus 2 in Cupertino, California, is breathtaking in
its scale.

12-9-2016 Friday; One NASA Astronaut still alive, will be the Whistle Blower who gets America
$777 Trillion? Aldrin, the second person to walk on the moon, had to be evacuated from the
South Pole on December 2 after a medical emergency. Aldrin later released a statement saying
he “started to feel a bit short of breath” and, upon further evaluation, doctors discovered some
congestion in his lungs. The 86-year-old had been in Antarctica.
12-9-2016 Friday; 134 police officers had died so far in 2016 from a variety of incidents ranging
from traffic accidents, fatal falls, plane crashes and health-related causes.
12-9-2016 Friday; Whistle Blower Police Officer who gets the USA $777 Trillion... and gravity
engine cop cars, grin!
12-9-2016 Friday; Mayor de Blasio Calls Fiery Cop Car Deaths of thousands of cops writing a
ticket a ‘Freak Accidents’ of our gas engine cop car era, grin. By WILLIAM NEUMAN,
NIKITA
12-9-2016 Friday; Hundreds of U.K. Police Officers Said to Have Sexually Abused Vulnerable
People" By DAN BILEFSKY Thousands sexually abused by the British Elite idle rich men for
centuries!

12-9-2016 Friday; Editorial NY Times Today! Key West and California Looks to Lead the
Trump Resistance to make America Great Again with the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts,
$777 Trillion confiscated from Mecca and the Yale Key West Medical School built on a 155
Story Eiffel Tower Structure made out of Titanium, docking with Carrier Hospital Ships - And
747 Hospital Jets from Boeing! Newest 747's! By THE EDITORIAL BOARD. Editorial NY
Times Today! Key West and California Looks to Lead the Trump Resistance to make America
Great Again!!
12-9-2016 Friday; iPod size GE electric generators fueled by H @ -254 C. Turning Points! Is
This What We’ll Be Wearing in the Future? By JENNY BEAVAN Extreme weather is here to
stay. The costume designer for “Mad Max: Fury Road” has sketched how we might dress for it.
John Glenn Space Suit, grin! Without the iPod size GE electric generators fueled by H @ -254
C. A/C or Heat controls. Now we just need to invent the 1K SUV sun screen for the Key West
Beach!
12-9-2016 Friday; How long will their newfound optimism last with 2 Trillion new Galaxies in
our Universe? Longer than Ziki when 2 trillion galaxies are in the NY Times more often than
Zika. Grin!

12-9-2016 Friday; Failure at the NY Times to write about the iPhone 007 Dash Cam's in a
murderous story - Over Memorial Day weekend, when The New York Times tracked every
shooting in Chicago, the largest concentration of them were in the city’s 11th police district. But
why? By MONICA DAVEY - Monica at the NY Times knows why yet wrote this false news
story.
12-9-2016 Friday; InventBook, InventMovies; Netflix and Amazon Movies — seem less
concerned with what looks to them like niche interests... in a gas engine society that will move to
the gravity engine society without HBO made movies. Gas Station Movies made by Sony for the
Pentagon. Film Twitter, yielding observations like “The film selection on Netflix is much worse
than your average Blockbuster. It’s like a gas station DVD collection.” Oppenheimer II and
exactly what happened at Los Alamos Movies. Hell how did Nobel ever invent it. Salk II and III
movies were deleted by our 1984 II Dictators Gas Station Taste! Pasteur died in French
Cartoons of Allah not working on Pasteurization II + III Society. A Mummy's DNA May Help
Solve The Mystery Of The Origins Of Smallpox - Netflex, Amazon Movies will not Help Solve
The Mystery Of The Origins Of Smallpox. Top Brass at Netflex and Amazon Movies have a
taste for Gas Station DVD's!
12-9-2016 Friday; Betsy DeVos, Trump’s Education Pick, Has Stage 4 Breast Cancer and will
document her death or Rx Recipe Cure, which ever Trump Masterminds!
12-9-2016 Friday;
12-9-2016 Friday;
12-9-2016 Friday;
12-9-2016 Sunday; Christmas Night Parade down Duval last night was "Dead" of Hemingway
House Writing Class Floats and scooters... Wives!
12-9-2016 Sunday; Judging the Floats as they came down Duval... iMacBook Pro's at every Cafe
Table at the Trump Starbucks NYC, Paris and every Apple-Starbucks World Wide with 1 Click
Amazon links to Los Alamos open 24/7 and on Christmas Day too! Trump Gifts for the Wife's
who wants a Rx Cure for Stage 4.

12-9-2016 House Cat for City Hall, Yale Key West Med School will all have 6 toes and will talk
you writing a Hemingway Novel with thrilling inventions, grin.
12-1-2016 Friday; On Wednesday at 7 pm. City of Key West Code officer Jorge Lopez stopped
me Greg Buell ww.eletctricwindmillcar.com inventor from feeding 3 cats last night and refused
to feed them himself even though he said they would starve… jlopez@cityofkeywest-fl.gov. can
you get him arrested for cruelty to Cats by refusing to feed them and refusing to call animal
rescue… funded by city of key west? Or email the NY Times the Key west paper has a new
aspca shelter on the front page today but never writes up people feeding the starving cats… Guy
who lives above the Key West Sign Company 901 Fleming St, Key West, FL 33040 called the
"Cat Cops" as I biked up. Code City Car speed in front of 3 cats fast, Lopez got out stopped me
from feed the 3 starving cats, a crime. 1984 II Society so have to wait until I can talk to the top
brass... grin. ASPCA should have a history of getting these city code guys arrested...
www.aspca.org Open Your Heart and Help Abused Animals. Help Animals in Need Fight
Animal Cruelty by jlopez@cityofkeywest-fl.gov. www.aspca.org does not have a 911 link so cops
not code employees can make a arrest. Many 1984 II Observers watched this happen.

10-21-2016 Friday; On Wed the 1984 II Observers cut 2 cables and stole my Pink Trike locked
to a tree next to the Key West Firehouse Museum the trike I bike to inspire the stage 4 Rx
Overnight Miracle Cure...

I caught up with the Pink Trike thieves at Curry Mansion... had to wait for 2 Key West Cops!
Talked to the Cops and need the serial number 2 police women called in to see if it was stole
when I paid $200 for it recovering my other trike from Saint Mary's Catholic Church as the
maintenance men cut the cables on this trike too and put it in the dumper until the women cops
tracked them down... never heard from Saint Mary's Priest. Red circle in this picture is a
homeless guy or undercover cop... any way never got my pink trike back last night! Acer
Computer with the serial number of this pink trike the police have and will not give back to me.
Community Service cut 2 15 foot cables to steal this Acer Notebook out of my bike basket at 713
Southard.

Laser guidance at all NYC cross walks is Star Trek Technology. It's 1980 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort Era Technology lost to the Black Hole of Obama the last 8 years.
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion
Years... read this and then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click
HERE!

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control Invention and of course the
"Gravity Engine" for the flying cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed
up nicely...
Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html

850 pages moved to this web link http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27,

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html

Dr. Lady Gaga MD, is expected to oversee Bidens Cancer Cure Moon Shot War...

12-9-2016 Tuesday; “Whispering Close" Whistle Blower MD... JFK Medical School at the NYC
airport!

12-7-2016 Wednesday; Japan "War Crimes" suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is
a real story!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; New York Times Takes the Laws of Invention; iMacBook Pro at every
Cafe table in Paris and Apple-Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos IP invention
projects. Forbes - Starting in 1982, Howard Schultz built Starbucks from four stores to over
2,800 (and over $2 billion revenue) in 16 years. That was a tremendous success. iMacBook Pro
at every Cafe table in Paris and Apple-Starbucks!! 2,800 Stores open 24/7 Christmas Day with
Genius Tech Support for all your IP invention projects (Stage 4 Rx Recipes). New York Times
"Takes" the Laws of Invention.

12-8-2016 Thursday; Trump is named Time's 'Person of the Year' except in Key West, Grin!
12-8-2016 Thursday; Overnight Trump could make the Post Office iPostOffice! Make America
Great Again connotation with iPostOffice @ Star Trek!
12-8-2016 Thursday; Yale Key West Medical School a new phenomenon like Navy Carrier
Hospital Ships docking in Key West.
12-8-2016 Thursday; Yale Key West Medical School - A CUNY medical professor writes that
the failure to reduce domestic homicide rates over time is “not a new phenomenon.” Like Biden
+ General Kelly killed their own son's for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues sending him off to
war instead of driving the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort! A War Crime!
12-8-2016 Thursday; Syria President Assad Says Victory in Aleppo Won't End the War! New
York Times - No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA will the "War" Overnight!

12-8-2016 Thursday; International Real Estate: Interstellar Real Estate Era... will start with live
streaming videos of Jewish Aliens Dr. Oppenheimer III got out of the microwave background
signals! CUNY medical professors would agree this is the only way to stop Pentagon Generals
and Biden's from killing their son's in War on Earth! Star Trek + Star Wars Society is like
change a Yale Key West Medical School will bring to Duval + Old Town!
12-8-2016 Thursday; The Oakland Fire: Delving Into What Happened, and Why! The Times is
doing something new: Our reporters who are investigating the devastating blaze will be
providing regular updates on their findings. And we’re asking readers for help. Code violations
went to the top of our 1984 II Society. iPhone 007 Smoke Detector was invented on this web page
a long time ago and suppressed by the failure of the NY Times to report this newest Apple
product. Trump's failure at the NY Times is a True Story and criminal! Why the Editors of the
NY Times would be against making the USA the first non-smoking Nation on Earth! Why the
editors at the NY Times were against the 9/11 widows suing Saudi Arabia Terrorists! Why the
editors at the NY Times are against Confiscating $777 Trillion from BP Oil! Why the Editors at
the Times didn't put the iPhone 007 Smoke Detector on the front page of the NY Times!
12-8-2016 Thursday; Yale Key West Medical School - CUNY medical professors... A Fairer
Smoking Ban. A reader writes that the ban should not be imposed selectively, as in public
housing. Cancer death rates are not known or cared about by our 1984 II Dictators. Castro died
without winning the War in Miami by making Cuba non-smoking! Why, he took this to his
death as he could have made Cuba non-smoking saving 1 million cancer deaths in Havana!

12-8-2016 Thursday; Yale Key West Medical School - A CUNY medical professor writes that
the failure to reduce domestic homicide rates over time is “not a new phenomenon.” VICTORIA
FRYE New York The writer is an associate medical professor at the CUNY School of Medicine.
Intimate-Partner Murders, War's Father and son's!
12-8-2016 Thursday; Grandiose Ideas for Donald Trump Inaugural Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure if
Trump dances with Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer II - 8 years of Biden killing son's and
daughters for Baghdad Oil Revenues $$$ War Crimes!
12-8-2016 Thursday; South Korea's Kia to start assembling cars in Pakistan: 2017
ElectricWindmillEscorts, 1 Billion then the Gravity Engine Kia, grin!

12-8-2016 Thursday; winds of change have stormed across Washington in recent weeks swept
through the Capitol anew on Wednesday. In the ritual farewells offered to departing senators,
Barbara Boxer was praised for her service by friends and by longtime foes, forgotten wounded
warriors she shot at Walter Reed for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and the 8 million who died
from a fake breast cancer cure, Dr. Susan Love In the ritual farewells offered to departing...
mass murderers in a 1984 II Society. 1984 II Society. Scam, put a needle in your nipple and cure
your breast cancer you don't need Greg and Wives in Key West. Dr. Susan Love told me this in
person 8 years ago!
12-8-2016 Thursday; By MARK LANDLER and MAGGIE HABERMAN General Kelly had a

40-year career Suppressing the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort for $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues In 2010, one of his sons was killed while leading a platoon in Afghanistan. Like Biden
General Kelly killed his own son for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. Generals at the Pentagon
are light years from being Whistle Blowers for, No Gas Stations on Earth Coup Op by the CIA"

12-8-2016 Thursday; Homeland security's truth is the USA must have the $777 Trillion the
Saudi's have today.
12-8-2016 Thursday; General Rodrigo Duterte’s brutal antidrug campaign in the Philippines,
our photojournalist documented 57 homicide victims over 35 days.
12-8-2016 Thursday; General Rodrigo Duterte’s brutal antidrug campaign is stupid as Bush
Shock and Awe in Baghdad when $777 Trillion confiscated from oil and Drug Czars in Swiss
Bank Accounts will win the war! Overnight like the Stage 4 Rx Recipe Overnight Cure!

12-8-2016 Thursday; Inventors Sanctuary, Dies at the Yale Key West Medical School; Dr.
Oppenheimer II is the IT of the Medical School. iMacBook Pro at every Cafe table in Paris and
Apple-Starbucks!! 2,800 Stores open 24/7 Christmas Day Godsent Miracle Rx Recipe for Stage 4
took more man hours of work than all the Pentagon Generals put in in 2016, grin.
12-8-2016 Thursday; Yale Key West Medical School - A CUNY medical professor writes that
the failure to reduce domestic homicide rates over time is “not a new phenomenon.”
12-8-2016 Thursday; Sears reported its 20th straight quarterly decline on Thursday and
acknowledged that the company has "fallen short" of expectations for a recovery.
12-8-2016 Thursday; Sears is dead! RV Parking, Mini-mart, Internet Sears with 100' LG's and
trillion more ideas were shot down by the top brass. Top Brass at Los Alamos know they need
all 2 trillion Rx Recipes to get one good one for Stage 4.

12-8-2016 Thursday;
12-8-2016 Thursday;
12-7-2016 Wednesday; New York Times Takes the Laws of Invention; 123,649 adults at least 18
years old who experienced an in-hospital cardiac arrest due to asystole or pulseless electrical
activity (PEA) researchers found the overall patient-level rate of survival to discharge to be
12.3% and the survival with functional recovery to be 7.8%. New York Times Takes the Laws of
Invention to a low of 7 percent when Los Alamos Made iWatch Editorials were censored! Made
in China was not Censored by the NY Times! Pacemakers that shock the CA were not written
about in this article. iPacemakerWatch is a IP invention project of Greg and Wives in Key West.
Hospitals vary considerably in how often epinephrine administration is delayed beyond 5
minutes in cardiac arrest with nonshockable rhythm. CA in Manhattan today - iPhone 007 plus

alerts!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; By LIU CIXIN Robots will soon creep into every area of our lives — and
we will hand over our responsibilities without a second thought. Liu has no thoughts at the NY
Times today about the Yale Key West Medical School with the first Kidney Transplant
Assembly line "Robots" based on the Ford Assembly line. The Scam of Kidney Dialysis $$$ is a
true story the Editors at the NY Times censor. Just how long and how many need a Kidney
Transplant we have to guess but my guess is we could keep this Yale Key West Medical School
Kidney Transplant assembly line going for a decade. Not discharging any of the kidney
transplant patients until they are able to swim to Cuba and back will be a plus, grin!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Three-story Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines not yet ordered by
Trump - Boeing! Biden Obama ordered the $4 Billion dollar Air Force #1 not A three-story
Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines for the Amazon and all of Africa. UNICEF
“Whispering Close" Whistle Blower, "Rabbi" in inflame "Hanukkah Universe"
12-7-2016 Wednesday; ‘Cancel Order!’ Donald Trump Attacks Plans for Upgraded Air Force
One!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Order! Donald Trump Plans for Upgraded "Three-story Newest Heavy
Lift Helicopter Combines"
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Biden Bankrolls his "Moon Shot" for $1.8 Billion when Trump flies off
the handle at Boeing's $4 Billion for his 747. Biden has some problems with math. $777 Trillion
is what the CIA Coup Op for No Gas Stations On Earth will confiscate from Saudi Arabia $$$.

12-7-2016 Wednesday; Japan "War Crimes" suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is
a real story!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; 75 years ago, what if Japan never attacked Pearl Harbor? Washington
Post Few events in 9/11 about the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort - Saudi's 17 Terrorists with
gas stations hold up money paid for their tickets from Boston to NYC. 1980 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort was bombed by the President of the USA in 1980. 1980 Audi - 2017
Audi is beginning to roll out the first vehicle-to-infrastructure technology in production cars
with a feature that will let certain 2017 models communicate with traffic lights and tell the
driver when that dreaded red light will turn green. Audi War Crimes from 1980 to 2017. iPhone
007 Dash Cam's in 1981. No Head On Collisions in 2016 stats would not be fake news! Japan
War Crimes suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is a real story!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Edward Snowden: N.S.A. whistle-blower, still living in asylum in Russia,
says “Whispering Close" The Walter Reed Whistle Blower MD... keeping count on how many
wounded warriors are shot by Biden, Obama, Jimmy Carter... suppressing the Ford
ElectricWindmillEscorts!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Japan "War Crimes" suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is
a real story!

12-7-2016 Wednesday; Japan "War Crimes" suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is
a real story!

12-7-2016 Wednesday; New York Times Takes the Laws of Invention to Live Streaming Videos
of Jewish Aliens out of the Microwave Background... via Los Alamos.
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Floating Courthouse Takes the Rule of Law to Brazil’s Frontier - Sue
Boeing to build a fleet of three-story heavy lift Helicopter Combines, Peanuts Hell! This is the
Amazon with 3 trillion trillion cashews for cashew lovers who are shocked at the Publix price of
a jar for Cashew Butter at $13.50. Trump thought $4 Billion was to high a price. Grin!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines with 2 Trillion volt wind
turbines for enough H for the coldest A/C to kill every mosquito in the Amazon!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Itamatatuba Journal "The King Benedict", a riverboat that serves as a
floating courtroom on the Amazon River, during its visit to Itamatatuba, Brazil. A Floating
Courthouse Takes the Rule of Law to Brazil’s Frontier" By SIMON ROMERO "A three-story
riverboat braves choppy currents, malarial mosquitoes and the threat of pirates to provide
justice on the Amazon."

12-7-2016 Wednesday; Japan "War Crimes" suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is
a real story!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Biden Bankrolls his "Moon Shot" for $1.8 Billion when Trump flies off
the handle at Boeing's $4 Billion for his 747. Biden has some problems with math.
12-7-2016 Wednesday; $444 Trillion; "Saudis Bankroll Taliban, Even as King Officially
Supports Afghan Government. By CARLOTTA GALL Carlotta at the NY Times writes of
millions and billions for the Taliban and Pakistan when she knows it's $444 Trillion.
12-7-2016 Wednesday; "Wells Fargo Killing Sham Account Suits by Using Arbitration" By
MICHAEL CORKERY and STACY COWLEY As the bank reels in the court of public opinion,
it has been able to stop lawsuits from defrauded customers by moving the cases to arbitration.
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Ads on CBS tell us we are Wells Fargo and will settle all these fraud
accounts... I think the CBS Nightly News should rebill Wells Fargo for $4 Billion and let Wells
Fargo take this to arbitration... grin. Trump sure the Hell would.

12-7-2016 Wednesday; Japan "War Crimes" suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is
a real story!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; "Pentagon Denies Suppressing Study on Ways to Save $125 Billion" By
HELENE COOPER Pentagon Denies $777 Trillion driving by BP Oil HQ. Grin. Pentagon on
SNL is what Trump should write then he could watch Saturday Night Live grin.
12-7-2016 Wednesday; German Court Upholds Nuclear Exit but Orders Compensation for
Power Companies" By MELISSA EDDY The ruling brings to an end a bitter dispute between
the government and energy firms over the decision in 2011 to abandon nuclear power in the
wake of a nuclear disaster in Japan. A three-story Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines not
yet ordered German Government.

12-7-2016 Wednesday; "Trump Fires Adviser’s Son From Transition for Spreading Fake News"
Michael G. Flynn, the son of the pick for national security adviser, had posted on Twitter about
a fake Hillary Clinton story that led to an armed encounter in a pizzeria." By MATTHEW
ROSENBERG, MAGGIE HABERMAN and ERIC SCHMITT The fake news at the Pizzeria
was Hillary was pimping 13 years old girls to the King of Saudi Arabia King Salman. Trump
and the General know King Salman and Prince Salman have been buying USA SWF's for
decades as sex slaves so this false news at the Pizzeria is not completely false. Trump, Hillary,
Pentagon generals know the true story behind the Saudi Sex Slaves. We all know Saudi Sex
Slaves are True! So we must wait for a whistle blower...

12-7-2016 Wednesday; Japan "War Crimes" suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is
a real story!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; What the Hell good will this do for the 1 Billion birth defects and cancers
posted on Google in 2017 - Google Says It Will Run Entirely on Renewable Energy in 2017 This is worst than false news by Google Top Brass, it's a war crime. UNICEF “Whispering
Close" Whistle Blower at Google...
12-7-2016 Wednesday; "100' Tall Fly Navy building tented for termites" Key West Citizen
Naval Air Station Key West is fighting a new enemy — termites. “I’ve served on aircraft
carriers, led a strike fighter squadron and been on the front lines of warfighting,” said NAS Key
West commanding officer Capt. Bobby Baker. “Let’s just say fighting termites is a new mission
set for me.” New York Times Takes the Laws of Invention to Termites leaving Bill and Melinda
Gates with Mosquito Nets and the Navy with Termite Tents for all its buildings world wide! New
Mission by Los Alamos to crunch 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure by
Christmas Day 2016 was killed by NAS Key West commanding officer Capt. Bobby Baker, not a
Officer to save her life... On Christmas Day 2016 she will die from Stage 4 and Bobby Baker will
not let this make the front page of the Citizen like the Navy Terminate Tented Building is today!
A War Crime!
12-7-2016 Wednesday; What would be the outcome if Los Alamos crunched Termites? Stag 4?
12-7-2016 Wednesday; No Gas Stations On Earth + $777 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia
the happiest people on Earth will be Americans! Older Americans are happiest in Hawaii, least
happy in West Virginia, according to new Gallup ranking" Washington Post - Despite the
creaky knees and reading glasses that come with old age, Americans tend to get happier as they
grow older, a new analysis finds. 1984 II analysis finds... No Gas Stations On Earth!! Win - Win
as Jimmy Carter will be arrested for killing 1 billion grand kids with childhood cancers and
birth defects, 1984 II society knows this is a True story!
12-7-2016 Wednesday;
12-7-2016 Wednesday; Japan "War Crimes" suppressing the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, is
a real story!
12-7-2016 Wednesday;
12-6-2016 Tuesday; As A Little Chaos, starring Kate Winslet, brings the gardens of Versailles to
cinemas, style and conventions of this design as the JFK Medical School NYC Star Trek Airport
boarding the Enterprise with the newest Gravity Engines!
12-6-2016 Tuesday; JFK Medical School at the airport would Jet us into the Star Trek Era of
medical scanning like boarding the Enterprise.
12-6-2016 Tuesday; "Jackie" JFK Medical School at the airport! "Rosalynn" Jimmy Carter
Medical School killed a Billion Grand Kids with Clean Diesel... A War Crime!

12-6-2016 Tuesday; Yale Key West Medical School was bombed by Navy F35C fighter Jets!
12-6-2016 Tuesday; How War On Earth Will End... Op-Ed Contributor "How the War Ends in
Syria" By PETER W. GALBRAITH No Gas Stations On Earth!

12-6-2016 Tuesday; Failed NY Times, Many Kids’ Headphones Carry Risk of Hearing Loss.
Loss of 2 Trillion Galaxies, live streaming video of Aliens!
12-6-2016 Tuesday; 100% black exhaust Jetting out in the Christmas Parade "Rabbi" inflame
"Hanukkah Universe!"
12-6-2016 Tuesday; No Whistle Blower MD's - No Gas Stations On Earth to stop Bush and
Obama from shooting more wounded warriors!
12-6-2016 Tuesday; JFK Medical School at the airport would Jet us into the Star Trek Era of
medical scanning like boarding the Enterprise.
12-6-2016 Tuesday; No the iWatch is a piece of junk that can't tell what time a Cardiac Arrest
will hit your heart. Los Alamos could make a cardiac arrest iWatch and save the life of Biden II
waiting for the Moon Shot Cure Alarm for Brain Cancer not cardiac arrest!

12-6-2016 Tuesday; Failed NY Times, Many Kids’ Headphones Carry Risk of Hearing Loss,
Study Finds - Rabbi Jewish Scooter had 100% black exhaust Jetting out in the Christmas
Parade "Rabbi" inflame "Hanukkah Universe" Failed NY Times, Many Kids’ Headphones
Carry Risk of Hearing Loss!! Hear the NY Time run to the bank with $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues $$$.
12-6-2016 Tuesday; Hearing Loss... NO!! No MD at Walter Reed was a Whistle Blower for No
Gas Stations On Earth to stop Bush and Obama from shooting more wounded warriors!
12-6-2016 Tuesday; Failed NY Times, Many Kids’ Headphones Carry Risk of Hearing Loss:
"Hearing Loss at the NY Times - Oil and Gas Industry Leaders Eagerly Take Stakes in Mexican
Offshore Fields" By ELISABETH MALKIN and CLIFFORD KRAUSS

12-6-2016 Tuesday; "Facebook and Other Tech Companies Seek to Curb Flow of Terrorist
Content" By MIKE ISAAC Facebook's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues "War Chest" 9/11 II
Saudi Terrorists threats are censored but not their $777 Trillion. Hearing Loss at Facebook
because InventBook is the Book that invents a way to confiscate the Saudi Terrorists $777
Trillion.
12-6-2016 Tuesday; Hearing Loss at the NY Times - Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer II
Vaccines in the Drinking Water!! Global Health: Yellow Fever Epidemic in Africa Shows Gaps

in Vaccine Pipeline" By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. Epidemic at the NY Times is infecting
Medical Advances that lead to vaccines in the drinking water!
12-6-2016 Tuesday; Risk of Hearing loss at the NY Times - By ELLEN BARRY Jayalalithaa
Jayaram, 68, an imperious former starlet, died after a cardiac arrest - Ellen at the Times failed
to mention 1 million others died of cardiac arrest. Jayalalithaa would have had a CA Pacemaker
put in if the Times would have put Pacemakers in the India Times! Hear!! No the iWatch is a
piece of junk that can't tell what time a Cardiac Arrest will hit your heart.

12-6-2016 Tuesday; JFK continues to evoke the romance of air travel; because the failure of the
NY Times censors out the TB infected adults flying with Jimmy Carter grand kids. Hotel
Project Would Revive Embodiment of Jet Age at Kennedy Airport" By DAVID W. Dunlap.
JFK Medical School at the airport would Jet us into the Star Trek Era of medical scanning like
boarding the Enterprise. JFK Medical School theme airport would make up for the Mass
Murder at the Kennedy school at Harvard from BP Oil's clean diesel Era Genocide Holocaust in
Boston. Who will need to be scanned the rest of their life from breathing in air in Boston.
12-6-2016 Tuesday; How War On Earth Will End... Op-Ed Contributor "How the War Ends in
Syria" By PETER W. GALBRAITH Syrian government soldiers in Aleppo on Saturday. It’s
happening, so the U.S. should work with Russia for the least bad outcome." Jimmy Carter sent
to prison for the worst mass murder in History, billion grand kids dead from the suppression of
the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort invention! How War On Earth Will End... It’s
happening, so the U.S. should work with Russia for the least bad outcome." Los Alamos will end
its production of Submarine Nukes for 2 trillion Rx Recipes to crunch. Mass murder charges
against Jimmy Carter expand to all the stage 4 women since 1980... hundreds of millions more
dead on Jimmy Carters conscience. In court who ordered Masterminded the USS Jimmy Carter
Nuclear Sub fleet. How "Star Travel" on Earth will Start, with the take over of all of Los
Alamos. Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer II, fired by Bill and Melinda Gates. Decoding
Arrival: What makes this new Alien contact film a compelling watch. As you watch Arrival, you
know all of Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM super computers will crunch the microwave
background for live streaming video of Aliens goings on at the Nearest stars.

12-6-2016 Tuesday; $125 Trillion at the Pentagon - Washington Post - The Pentagon has buried
an internal study that exposed $125 billion in administrative waste in its business operations
amid fears Congress would use the findings as an excuse to slash the defense budget, according
to interviews and confidential memos ...
12-6-2016 Tuesday; Biden is a Bad Joke who killed his Son + millions of other son's and
daughters at Walter Reed and Baghdad for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$. Vice
President Biden jokes about 2020 run. Or maybe he was serious? Washington Post - Vice
President Biden made an emotional return to the Senate on Monday evening to preside over a
key procedural vote on a sweeping medical research bill that includes $1.8 billion for the
“cancer moonshot” he launched after his son Beau died of a brain!!
12-6-2016 Tuesday; Crude oil is losing its OPEC rally $$$ Crude people like Biden are going to
lose their $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues.
12-6-2016 Tuesday; “Whispering Close" Whistle Blower MD...

12-6-2016 Tuesday; Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines with 2 Trillion volt wind turbines
for enough H to warm all of Newfoundland.

12-6-2016 Tuesday;
12-5-2016 Monday; No Gas Stations On Earth vs Torture Can Be Useful, Nearly Half of
Americans Say! Greg and Wife's in Key West Say the Torture of No Gas Stations On Earth
Coup Op by the CIA will WIN the War Bush and Obama shot so many wounded warriors at
Walter Reed for and no MD at Walter Reed was a Whistle Blower for No Gas Stations On Earth
to stop Bush and Obama from shooting more wounded warriors for $777 Trillion.
12-5-2016 Monday; “Whispering Close" Whistle Blower MD...
12-5-2016 Monday; “Whispering Close" Doctors Wife's at Walter Reed, Whistle Blower MD for
No Gas Stations On Earth to stop Bush and Obama from shooting more wounded warriors for
$777 Trillion. Time for Fun. This previous statue, based on Renoir's painting “Dance in the
City,” showed a couple dancing in a formal ballroom and was called “Whispering Close".
12-5-2016 Monday; "Rosalynn" Jimmy to Obama shot so many wounded warriors at Walter
Reed "Jackie" "Rosalynn" Rosalynn never shared the Nobel Peace Prize with Jimmy, did she
refuse?
12-5-2016 Monday; "Rosalynn" "Jackie" Trumps Wife; Greg + Wife's in Key West.
12-5-2016 Monday; "Rosalynn" "Jackie" Cultured in "Oil" and "Peanuts" Jewish Scooter had
100% black exhaust Jetting out in the Christmas Parade "Rabbi" inflame "Hanukkah
Universe" of 2 Trillion Galaxies. "Photons" Cultured at CERN Trump’s Children and the
Tangle That Awaits is the President of the USA who first watches live streaming video of Jewish
Aliens!
12-5-2016 Monday; Jimmy Carter infected a billion grand kids with birth defects and childhood
cancers... Jewish Scooter had 100% black exhaust Jetting out in the Christmas Parade!
12-5-2016 Monday; Jimmy Carter is alive because of Rx's yet he built 44 Nukes at Los Alamos
instead of crunching 2 Trillion Pfizer Rx Recipes hacked... Swiss pharmaceutical company
Roche; for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe cure.

12-5-2016 Monday; Failure of the NY Times to report the Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter
Combines with 2 Trillion volt wind turbines for enough H to warm all of Newfoundland, grin.
12-5-2016 Monday; How long will it take Greg and wife's in Key West to invent live streaming
video of Jewish Aliens at the nearby stars.
12-5-2016 Monday; MacBook Pro 2016 Under performs in Tests, Upgrade to Xeon CPU's
Impossible! Built in iPhone 007 Impossible too! MacBook Pro at every cafe table in Paris by
Christmas Day 2016 Impossible! Stage 4 Rx Recipe cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016,
POW''s in Key West, Greg + Wives outperform our Orwellian Tormentors by 1,001 to 1 IP

inventions! iPhone 007 Dash Cam's will save her life that would other wise be killed. iPhone 007
caller ID's OJ's and Tim Cook's terrible diseases. All this in a Hemingway House Writing class,
invention thriller!
12-5-2016 Monday; Kids left in hot cars in Miami, NYC, 100's died this summer. A tortured
death at the hands of Jimmy Carter and our other 1984 II Dictators, in the Key West Citizen
Paper today! Torture Can Be Useful, Nearly Half of Americans Say mostly wounded warriors
who write for the Key West Citizen Newspaper and NY Times, grin.
12-5-2016 Monday; Kids Dead in Hot Cars - Mass Murder! In a Box of More Than 300 Letters,
a Godsend for a Broken Heart. After his wife’s sudden death, a husband revisits the pages of
correspondence from their early days as a couple.
12-5-2016 Monday; Bush and Obama shot so many wounded warriors at Walter Reed...
12-5-2016 Monday; Jimmy Carter infected a billion grand kids with birth defects and childhood
cancers... Jewish Scooter had 100% black exhaust Jetting out in the Christmas Parade!

12-5-2016 Monday; Cuba Puts Fidel Castro to Rest: ‘A Man So Large in a Box So Small’ Castro
would have read Hemingway House Writing Class novels, 52 so far for 2016 with thrilling
inventions in every chapter. A Man So Large deleted the news about 2 Trillion Galaxies in the
Trump Hillary recount, because they weren't in a Hemingway House Writing Class. "Hell" a
subdued end to a week of tributes to Castro. Jimmy Carter is a peace with his God too. Hell for
Jimmy Carter will be the invention of a YouTube video of Jewish Aliens. How long will it take
Greg and wife's in Key West to invent live streaming video of Jewish Aliens at the nearby stars.

12-5-2016 Monday; Newport, a City That Loves Its Mansions, Shudders at Its Newest One Failure of the NY Times to report the Newest One is $1 Trillion and there are many in Saudi
Arabia and Mecca. This news and front page picture would inflame the No Gas Stations On
Earth Coup Op by the CIA.
12-5-2016 Monday; Failure of the NY Times to report the Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter
Combines with 2 Trillion volt wind turbines for enough H to warm all of Newfoundland, grin.
Along Newfoundland’s coast, hunters rise before dawn and motor their boats out into the open
sea in search of turr, a migratory seabird. "Hunting ‘Turr’ in Newfoundland’s Frigid Waters"
By CRAIG S. SMITH The annual hunt of turr, a migratory seabird, dates back to the days
when Newfound landers needed to supplement meager winter diets, and it continues despite
conservation efforts. Failure of the NY Times to report the Newest Heavy Lift Helicopter
Combines with 2 Trillion volt wind turbines for enough H to warm all of Newfoundland, grin.

12-5-2016 Monday; No Gas Stations On Earth - Alternate Route for Dakota Pipeline to Be
Explored" By JACK HEALY and NICHOLAS FANDOS The Army Corps of Engineers; No
Gas Stations On Earth - Alternate Route!!

12-5-2016 Monday; No Gas Stations On Earth vs Torture Can Be Useful, Nearly Half of
Americans Say! Greg and Wife's in Key West Say the Torture of No Gas Stations On Earth
Coup Op by the CIA will WIN the War Bush and Obama shot so many wounded warriors at
Walter Reed for and no MD at Walter Reed was a Whistle Blower for No Gas Stations On Earth
to stop Bush and Obama from shooting more wounded warriors for $777 Trillion.
12-5-2016 Monday; No Gas Stations On Earth CIA Top Secret; New York Times Today Op-Ed:
"Trump’s Threat to the Constitution" By EVAN MCMULLIN "As a C.I.A. officer, I saw how
autocrats undermine their countries’ democratic norms. Now my concern is at home."
12-5-2016 Monday; CIA secrets; Failure of the NY Times to report the Newest Heavy Lift
Helicopter Combines with 2 Trillion volt wind turbines for enough H to warm all of
Newfoundland, grin.

12-5-2016 Monday; "Turkey’s Crackdown Curiously Spares the Literary World" By ROD
NORDLAND Journalists, teachers, lawyers and intellectuals have been jailed and thrown out of
work, but book authors have been largely untouched.
12-5-2016 Monday; CIA analysis of the aftermath in Turkey in a No Gas Stations Coup Op by
the CIA... Novels yes even a Nobel in Literature will come out of the CIA Op No Gas Stations
On Earth.
12-5-2016 Monday; Trip to Los Alamos with 2 Trillion Rx Recipes "Shinzo Abe to Become First
Japanese Leader to Visit Pearl Harbor" By JONATHAN SOBLE Mr. Abe’s trip this month to
the site his country attacked 75 years ago will in effect be reciprocating a visit by President
Obama to Hiroshima this year. 1 million Japan and USA women will die from Stage 4 from
these worthless trips by Shino + Obama. Visit Los Alamos with 2 trillion Rx Recipe's hacked by
the intelligence agencies of Japan and the USA to crunch for a Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4 by
Christmas Day 2016. Failure of the NY Times to write this in the article.
12-5-2016 Monday; Kerry CIA Teresa Heinz Kerry (born October 5, 1938), also known as
Teresa Heinz, née Maria Teresa Thierstein Simões-Ferreira, is a Mozambican–born American
businesswoman and philanthropist. She is the widow of former U.S. Senator H. John Heinz III
(R-Pennsylvania), and the wife of current U.S. Secretary of State and former U.S. Senator and
presidential candidate John Kerry (D-Massachusetts). Teresa... parents, tropical-disease
specialist Dr. José Simões-Ferreira, Jr. (1910–1989),[3] and Irene Thierstein (1912–1997).
12-5-2016 Monday; Teresa + Kerry No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op!
12-5-2016 Monday; By EVAN MCMULLIN "As a C.I.A. officer, I saw how autocrats
undermine their countries’ democratic norms. Now my concern is at home."
12-5-2016 Monday; No Gas Stations On Earth - General PETRAEUS: 'I made a serious
mistake' Business Insider - Retired general and former CIA Director David Petraeus said
Sunday that he "made a serious mistake" five years ago when he shared classified information
with his biographer and former mistress, Paula Broadwell. No Gas Stations On Earth CIA Op
Coup!
12-5-2016 Monday;

12-4-2016 Sunday; Trump must send Jimmy Carter to jail not Hillary! "Rosalynn" the new
"Jackie" movie but mass murder of a billion people mostly grand kids!
12-4-2016 Sunday; “We’ve heard about "War Crimes" 44 Nukes he got for the USS Jimmy
Carter Submarine from Los Alamos instead of 44 Rx Recipes! Fired not by Trump, Fired were Dr. Nancy Snyderman Oppenheimer + Greg. Inventing Vaccines in the drinking water at Los
Alamos Hell No! Fired by Jimmy Carter in 1980. A War Crime!
12-4-2016 Sunday; Fired by Jimmy Carter in 1980. A War Crime! "Rosalynn" the new
"Jackie" movie but mass murder of a billion people mostly grand kids! Revenge if the No Gas
Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA is successful, the movie "Rosalynn" will be made!
12-4-2016 Sunday; Dr. Harriet and Dr. Ivanka Trump MD Oppenheimer II have the iPhone 007
Key's to open all the Doors, and "Put Her Him in Jail!" Not for FBI crimes but mass murder of
a billion people mostly grand kids like Jimmy's own in Plans Georgia! Last nights Christmas
Parade down Duval in Key West the Jewish Rabbi cars and floats came by with all the candles
and one Jewish Guy on a Scooter with 100% Black Exhaust Jetting out; and everyone was
looking at this and wondering if the Rabbi knew what was going on... of course they did this is
why their Jewish Scooter had 100% black exhaust Jetting out in the Christmas Parade down
Duval last night!
12-4-2016 Sunday; Jewish Scooter had 100% black exhaust Jetting out in the Christmas Parade
down Duval last night! Blessed are You, Lord our God, King of the universe, Who sanctified us
with His commandments and commanded us to kindle the Hanukkah lights.
12-4-2016 Sunday; Christmas Night Parade down Duval last night was "Dead" of Hemingway
House Writing Class Floats and iMacBook Pro's... Wives! I did bike by a iMac Box in the trash
by the library going home. Without writing a Novel that would have been finished by midnight,
grin! Merry Christmas from Key West... who has the Keys to the New City Hall?
12-4-2016 Sunday; Oakland warehouse fire headlines censored is the iPhone 007 smoke detector
you can find invented on this Web by Greg + Wives in Key West...

12-4-2016 Sunday; “We’ve heard about immunotherapy as God’s gift, the chosen elixir."
12-4-2016 Sunday; Dr. Harriet and Dr. Ivanka Trump MD Oppenheimer II have the iPhone 007
Key's to open all the Doors IBM Supercomputers at Los Alamos All of them renamed "Trump!"
12-4-2016 Sunday; pembrolizumab, nivolumab and ipilimumab @ Los Alamos CERN Geneva.
12-4-2016 Sunday; “We’ve heard about "War Crimes" Jimmy Carter killed a billion people
without using any of the 44 Nukes he got from Los Alamos instead of 44 Rx Recipes
12-4-2016 Sunday; Dr. Harriet Kluger, left, with Dr. Stephan Ariyan at the Smilow Cancer
Hospital in New Haven. Dr. Kluger, who runs immunotherapy clinical trials, says the treatment
gives options to patients who would otherwise have little chance. Credit Gregg Vigliotti for The
New York Times.
12-4-2016 Sunday; Dr. Harriet and Dr. Ivanka Trump MD Oppenheimer II have the iPhone 007
Key's to open all the Doors once the Nukes are shipped to Plans Georgia

12-4-2016 Sunday; Dr. Harriet and Dr. Ivanka Trump MD Oppenheimer II have the iPhone 007
Key's to open all the Doors at the Yale Key West Medical School and Los Alamos. Trump must
send Jimmy Carter to jail not Hillary for "War Crimes" Jimmy Carter killed a billion people
without using any of the 44 Nukes he got from Los Alamos instead of 44 Rx Recipes Dr. Harriet
and Dr. Ivanka need to win the Stage 4 war on Cancer for Trump... no one will give Obama a
Pardon for Stage 4 OJ killings. Put you in jail, Jimmy Carter + Obama... No Gas Stations On
Earth protesters take over all of Los Alamos not a Pipe Line in the Middle of Hell.
12-4-2016 Sunday; No Gas Stations On Earth protesters take Obama to Jail with Jimmy Carter,
Hillary gets her Pardon for killing a billion people, watching this on YouTube video's the last 8
years, 1980!
12-4-2016 Sunday; immunotherapy drugs, Pembrolizumab marketed by Merck as Keytruda,
nivolumab and ipilimumab are downloaded to Los Alamos today!

12-4-2016 Sunday; “We’d sit the patient down and say, ‘I’m really sorry, the median life
expectancy is nine months. Get your affairs in order,’” said Dr. Kluger, who runs
immunotherapy clinical trials focusing on skin and kidney cancer.
12-4-2016 Sunday; The New England Journal of Medicine showed that use of these drugs
carried a risk of side effects that were severe, required hospitalization or were life-threatening
54 percent of the time.
12-4-2016 Sunday; Dr. Kluger found positive responses in more than 40 percent of advanced
melanoma patients when they used a combination of two major immunotherapy drugs,
nivolumab and ipilimumab. “You have to manage them hour by hour,” “Minute by minute.”
Unfortunately Jimmy Carter and Cheney are VIP's 100's of Patients in New Haven when rushed
to the ER have no medical records and the Yale Med Student has to guess... 007 iPhone 7 in
their hands are locked to their treatment videos.... by Tim Cook, grin. Send him to Jail.
12-4-2016 Sunday; iPhone 007 Dash Cam + IPhone 007 Patient Cam's live streaming videos...
and of course the iPhone 007 Key's to Open all the Doors.
12-4-2016 Sunday; Dr. Gershenwald added that immunotherapy drugs and stereotactic
radiation were examples of treatments available to many patients with advanced disease these
days. “This is not extreme presidential medical care,” he said. Failure to monitor 100's in New
Haven in today's NY Times article might be "Fake News" or just Failure of the NY Times...
grin.
12-4-2016 Sunday; “This is not extreme presidential medical care,”
12-4-2016 Sunday; “This is not extreme presidential medical care,” iPhone 007 iDash Cam's
24/7
12-4-2016 Sunday; Invention Thriller Movie, not a Sony movie made for the Pentagon, grin!
Pembrolizumab was invented by scientists Gregory Carven, Hans van Eenennaam and John
Dulos at Organon after which they worked with Medical Research Council Technology starting
in 2006 to humanize the antibody; Schering-Plough acquired Organon in 2007 and Merck & Co.
acquired Schering-Plough two years later.In 2013, the USAN name was changed from

lambrolizumab to pembrolizumab. In that year clinical trial results in advanced melanoma were
published in the New England Journal of Medicine.
12-4-2016 Sunday; Invention Thriller Movie, not a Sony movie made for the Pentagon, grin!
Pembrolizumab was invented by scientists Gregory...
12-4-2016 Sunday; Gregory + Wives in Key West will get Los Alamos to crunch this Rx Recipe
along with trillions of other Rx Recipes and the "Let them Eat Cake" will be cooked no not Tim
Cook - in 45 minutes @ $1 Trillion on IBM Super Computers, not your Win 10.

12-4-2016 Sunday; Jimmy Carter VIP not everyone in New Haven... emergency room one
Sunday in early September, doctors furiously tried to make sense of his symptoms. Mr. Peal, 61,
appeared to be dying, and they were not sure why. He slipped in and out of consciousness, his
blood pressure plummeted, his potassium levels soared and his blood sugar spiked to 10 times
the normal level. A doctor suspected a heart attack, but uncertainty left him urgently
researching the situation on his phone. This was not a heart attack. Mr. Peal’s body was
attacking itself, a severe reaction by his immune system that was a side effect of a seemingly
miraculous cancer treatment aimed at saving his life. In the seven weeks prior, doctors at Yale
had combated Mr. Peal’s melanoma with two of the most promising drugs in cancer treatment
today.
12-4-2016 Sunday; iPhone 007 Dash Cam + IPhone 007 Patient Cam's live streaming videos...
and of course the iPhone 007 Key's to Open all the Doors.
12-4-2016 Sunday; 100's of Patients in New Haven when rushed to the ER have no medical
records and the Yale Med Student has to guess... 007 iPhone 7 in their hands are locked to their
treatment videos.... by Tim Cook, grin. Send him to Jail.
12-4-2016 Sunday; iPhone 007 Dash Cam + IPhone 007 Patient Cam's live streaming videos...
and of course the iPhone 007 Key's to Open all the Doors.

12-4-2016 Sunday; Dr. Harriet and Dr. Ivanka Trump MD Oppenheimer II have the iPhone 007
Key's to open all the Doors, to take over all of Los Alamos...
12-4-2016 Sunday; iPhone 007 Dash Cam + IPhone 007 Patient Cam's live streaming videos...
and of course the iPhone 007 Key's to Open all the Doors.
12-4-2016 Sunday; 007 Keys to the Kennedy Barn "locked" Elite Murders of Wives, same status
quo maybe more than the troops coming home from Baghdad and killed their wife's in cold
blood. Kennedy Barn killings are more Elite, 'We lost one of our angels Mary Kennedy': Family
claims Texas teen who committed suicide was cyberbullied. Washington Post - Jacqueline Vela
heard someone crying, she told KPRC-TV, an affiliate in Houston. So, the 22-year-old ran
upstairs. That, she says, is where she found her younger sister. "Jackie" the Movie the real
Jackie would call the cops on finding Mary Kennedy Murdered in the Barn. Washington Post
censored the news about the cyberbullied Mary Kennedy and Today 12-4-2016 the Washington
Post censored the killings of the Wives of Troops coming home from Baghdad and killed the
wife! 007 Keys to this has to unlock the Jimmy Carter War Crimes on the front page of the NY
Times...

12-4-2016 Sunday; View from a distance of the burial ceremony of Cuban leader Fidel Castro at
the Santa Ifigenia cemetery in Santiago de Cuba.
12-4-2016 Sunday; View Distant Galaxies Today, 2 Trillion of them to View today. Most
discovered in 2016.
12-4-2016 Sunday; View in the distance Hemingway House Writing Classes with iapps for a
invention thriller. Killed by the USA government not Castro's Today as his ashes are Headlines!
12-4-2016 Sunday; Hilary Hemingway traveled to Cuba to film the moment when American
scholars would be allowed into Ernest Hemingway's villa, Finca de Vigia. But the Cape Coral
woman and the WGCU-TV film crew got more than they had hoped for when Cuban President
Fidel Castro showed up at the event. "We had no idea he was coming until we saw his guards
arrive with machine guns," said Hemingway. Why through the Cold War and the embargo did
the Cuban government keep this American author's memory alive?" Hemingway asked. Castro
answered the question in only an hour. "He said, what is man without history, and Hemingway
gave us history through his fiction," she recalled.
12-4-2016 Sunday; Ernest Hemingway lived in Finca de Vigia, his villa outside Havana, from
1939 to 1960. His last wife, Mary Welsh Hemingway, donated the villa to the Cuban government
when Hemingway committed suicide in Ketchum, Idaho, in 1961

12-3-2016 Saturday; Yale Key West Medical School will not have any Key's! Will Ivanka Trump
Be the Most Powerful First Daughter in History. Ivanka Trump is about to become Dr. Ivanka
Trump MD with the Rx Recipe that cures Stage 4 Overnight! Dr. Ivanka Trump MD will have
the Keys to "No Gas Stations On Earth" Coup Op by the CIA... Mecca will be covered in a
Hurricane's Worst 1,000 year sandstorm for centuries! If Dr. Ivanka starts the gravity engine
car. "This was the 'eureka' moment,"
Dr. Ivanka Trump MD, Yale Key West Medical School iPhone 007 Keys to Stage 4 Rx Recipe
Cure!

Dr. Ivanka Trump MD, Yale Key West Medical School iPhone 007 Keys to Stage 4 Rx Recipe
Cure!
12-3-2016 Yale Key West Medical School will not have any Key's! Yale Key West Medical

School will have iPhone 007 Keys to every door, grin. iPhone 007 Keys to every "Virus". Not on
ATT DirectTV Shows today, grin. 1,000 Channels too. Failure at ATT. "This was the 'eureka'
moment,"
12-3-2016 Saturday; Keys to the NY Times lock Greg + Wives invention thriller at the
Hemingway House Writing Class Today... this is Star War! Faster than the speed of light is not
the NY Times Editorial today! "This was the 'eureka' moment,"
12-3-2016 Saturday; "Weighing a Last-Minute Trip to (Cuba) Los Alamos with Christmas Day
Rx Recipes for the Miracle Rx Cure of Stage 4 by 12-25-2016 Amazon Prime!!" New York
Times - President-elect Donald J. Trump threatened... Greg + Wives in Key West. 007 iphone
Keys!
12-3-2016 Saturday; Yale Key West Medical School will have iPhone 007 Keys to every door,
grin. Keys to the Gravity Engine Invention. iPhone 007 Keys to every "Virus".
12-3-2016 Saturday; The FCC thinks AT&T's policies 'harm consumers' - IP invention projects
free TV Data will lose 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year Society Era. Brain Scientists have
Podcast coming soon but not before ATT has 1,001 HBO movies... Podcast Series: The Perils of
Publishing The first-ever Neuronline podcast is coming soon. ...Loss of the KIAA2022 gene
protein results in intellectual disability with language impairment and autistic behavior ... is not
on ATT. ATT - Parkin Stabilizes Hippocampal Postsynaptic AMPA Receptors, ATT CEO sent
this back as What??? Not what is the IP invention project. Whole-Brain Functional Networks
Dynamically Respond to Demands of a New 1984 II Society of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year
with Rx Recipes crunched at Los Alamos.

12-3-2016 Saturday; Global Temperatures Reporting Is Wrong, Scientists Say - Kids on Duval
Key West DNA "burned" with Smog is censored by the NY Times on orders from our 1984 II
Dictators... iPhone 007 Keys to every "Virus". Gray Matter. Octopuses and the Puzzle of Aging.
The life spans of different animals seem to lack all rhyme or reason. Reasoning for the City of
Key West to Spray Paint Black Clouds of Clean Diesel from Trillions of Scooters on Duval for
BP Oil's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Rhyme's in all the Key West Schools classrooms have not
been updated for BP Oils Reasoning Why $777 Trillion addiction fire can't be put out by this
web page! "This was the 'eureka' moment," BP Oil's Eureka $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$.

12-3-2016 Saturday; ATT Neuroscience TV Shows and Movies AT&T's policies 'harm
consumers' - Anatomy 101 ATT failed F grade. Yale + Harvard Grads who work for ATT have
FAILED out in the real world. This is why they never went to Yale - Harvard Medical School.
Yale Key West Medical School will have iPhone 007 Keys to every door, grin. Opening the door
to a Rx for Total Recall by 5 billion viewers of ATT Cable. grin.
12-3-2016 Saturday; Brexit’ Zeal, Jolts British Government - policies 'harm consumers' - 2
Trillion Jolts from the reinvented Ford ElectricWindmillEscort with Superconductive Wind
Turbines at -254 C did Jolt the BP Oil and London ruling class. Jolts from this web page to
make Oxford mandatory for all London High School kids failed to get 2 Trillion Jolts Volts from
the London ruling class for the last decade. Paris Elite could have made a University Education
mandatory for all Paris High School kids... policies 'harm consumers' - London and Paris. ATT
Yale and Harvard grads are the Masterminds of HBO TV and Movies. In a London special

election to invent the gravity engine before its Time!! Yale Key West Medical School will have
iPhone 007 Keys to every door, grin. iPhone 007 Keys to the Gravity Engine Invention. iPhone
007 Keys to every "Virus".

12-3-2016 Saturday; Failure at the NY Times is not giving the subway riders the iMacAirRide
Subway Car with a iMacBook Pro at every seat open 24/7. Editorial: Reduce Subway Fares for
Poor New Yorkers By THE EDITORIAL BOARD Today 12-3-2016. NY Times needs to open its
lobby to internet use by all the poor who walk by the Times building, IP invention projects at
the NY Times Starbucks with 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos and a iMacBook Pro for
everyone in the NY Times lobby. iPhone 007 Keys to every "Virus".
12-3-2016 Saturday; The FCC thinks AT&T's policies 'harm consumers' - not covering these
Neuroscience TV Shows!! More than 30,300 neuroscience researchers, clinicians, and advocates
traveled to San Diego in mid-November to take part in Neuroscience 2016, the world’s largest
meeting focused on scientific discovery related to the brain and nervous system. More than
15,000 scientific presentations showcased innovative advances in techniques and valuable new
research about brain structure, health, disease, and treatments. In addition to the posters and
scientific lectures, the meeting featured 15 professional development workshops, and 557
exhibitors displaying the latest scientific products. As the largest source of emerging news about
brain science and health, the meeting featured nine press conferences with 38 neuroscientists
presenting findings on a wide variety of topics including new technologies, Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s diseases, autism, and sensory development. Each year the annual meeting brings
the field a swell of public attention through publications, websites, and radio and television
broadcasts around the world. iPhone 007 Keys to every "Brain Virus".

12-3-2016 Saturday; ATT movie; Jackie!! Peter Sarsgaard as Bobby Kennedy and Natalie
Portman as Jacqueline Kennedy in “Jackie,” which is set largely after President John F.
Kennedy’s death. Credit Bruno Calvo/Fox Searchlight Pictures - 777 Trillion Pictures of Jackie
in this Movie is the Credit they want to Have!!! iPhone 007 Keys to every "Virus".
12-3-2016 Saturday; Oppenheimer II Jackie MD PhD, the film has a bookend structure, with
opening scenes echoing those at the conclusion find a woman who’s more complex than
Oppenheimer for Oppenheimer II who has been killed by Obama the last 8 years when Jackie II
died of cancer. Pentagon will not let Jackie into Los Alamos long as Jimmy Carter builds Nukes
for the USS Jimmy Carter Submarine Fleets! Kennedy years as Camelot the Oppenheimer II
who "winds" the War on Cancer! Decades ago in 1980 on the winds of the euphoria of the
invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort long before Jackie died of cancer, today Jackie
and Steve Jobs would be alive and well thanks to Greg and Wife's in Key West 1980 invention of
the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort... the Key is Escort, grin! The Murder of Mary Kennedy was a
spin off of the Obama OJ Clone Masterminded Society that harms; Government - policies 'harm
consumers'.
12-3-2016 Saturday; Key West Bikes need this lock, grin! Apple's highly secure activation lock,
which allows the owner to prevent others from using the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch or Apple
Watch once it is stolen or lost.
12-3-2016 Saturday; "Stanley Rother, U.S. Priest Killed in ’81 in Guatemala, Is Declared a
Martyr" By DAN BILEFSKY By 1981 Trillions of Jolts and Volts from the 1980 invention of
the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort would have had many side effects on the Elite Ruling Class

World Wide... State Department Alerts; "This was the 'eureka' moments,". Guatemala's Ford
1981 ElectricWindmillEscort 24/7 AC.
12-2-2016 The Opinion Pages | What’s at Stake "A World of Trouble for Donald Trump" By
THE EDITORIAL What waits under the Christmas Tree for Trumps Wives... "Stage 4 Rx
Christmas paper" has wrapped all the boxes, even those delivered from Amazon, grin.
12-2-2016 Trump Medical School picked Dr. James Mattis MD, Outspoken Ex-Marine, Is
Trump’s Choice as Defense Secretary The Opinion Pages | What’s at Stake "A World of
Trouble for Donald Trump" By THE EDITORIAL What waits under the Christmas Tree for
Trumps Wives - A Rx Recipe Miracle Overnight Cure for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016.
12-2-2016 iMacBook Pro's at every Cafe Table at the Trump Starbucks NYC, Paris and every
Apple-Starbucks World Wide with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos open 24/7 and on
Christmas Day too! Trump Gifts for the Wife's who wants a Rx Cure for Stage 4. Greg and
Wives in Key West Crunching Christmas Recipes! Not Allah with his 4 wives in Mecca $$$ with
$777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues; a Christmas Gift from the British wounded warriors fighting
for Oil Money not the 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort No Gas Stations On Earth Gift. Save
the wife who will be murdered on Christmas Day when the Wounded Warrior comes home.
War is Hell.

12-2-2016 8 Million Wives who will die from Stage 4 in the next 4 Years in Need a Miracle on
34th Street from Trump Medical School with 1 Click Amazon Links to Los Alamos not building
any Nukes until after there is a Rx Recipe Crunched by Dr. Trump MD and his wives! Obama
shot every single wounded warrior at Walter Reed the last 8 years and let the White House MD
put to death 8 million women with Stage 4 so he could build 44 new nukes for the USS Jimmy
Carter Submarine. Obama's wife and daughters never sent 1 Rx Recipe to Los Alamos to be
crunched by $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers. A War Crime.
12-2-2016 Key to the doors delay of a ribbon-cutting and swearing-in ceremony for the New City
Hall of Key West a BP Oil paid for $$$ City Hall one of millions throughout the USA. “The
biggest thing is still door locks... is the most important thing, Scholl said is keeping track of 19
million keys, Hell No we didn't invent the "No Keys To City Hall" - Yale Key West Medical
School will have iPhone 007 Keys to every door, grin.

12-2-2016 NASA sabotaged live streaming video of Jewish Aliens from 100 near stars translated
from microwave background for "War$". Invented by Greg + Wives in Key West, will be, grin!
12-2-2016 Friday; U.N. Apologizes for Role in Haiti’s 2010 Cholera Outbreak - Hell no Prison
not yet as they have diplomatic immunity not total immunity! Coup Virus! Dr. Nancy
Snyderman's vaccines in the drinking water Cholera too inventions 1,001 still under UN
sanctions via BP Oil's $777 Trillion in Kickbacks and UN Bribes, grin. Wind Car too. By
SOMINI SENGUPTA New York Times. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon avoided any mention
of who brought the Cholera disease to Haiti, and critics said his mea culpa came too late and still
have sanctions against Greg and Wives in Key West from working to put all vaccines in the
drinking water invention in a invention thrilled Novel written at the Hemingway House tonight,
No Way the UN Chief Said Sanctions are in Place in Key West! No mea culpa! Navy Orders,
grin!

U.N. Stiffens Sanctions on North Korea, Trying to Slow Its Nuclear March... "War$"
U.N. Stiffens Sanctions on "No Gas Stations On Earth" Coup Op by the CIA

12-2-2016 Friday; U.N. No Apologizes for running out of gas in your 747... Dozens of Hearses to
Take Colombia Crash Victims Towards Final Flight Home. CBS Nightly News last night
reporting showing the plane slammed into the hillside with no "Fiery Crash" at all because
there was no fuel to catch on fire refused to tell 20 million viewers the plane ran out of gas... CBS
Nightly News.
12-2-2016 Friday; U.N. No Apologizes for driving by "Fiery Cop Cars" without stopping to
help! Reykjavik Becomes a Hive of BP Oil men fire bombing cars.

12-2-2016 Friday; "Johnson & Johnson Must Pay 6 Implant Patients $1 Billion" By REUTERS
This story is like the CIA MD as the Johnson and Johnson MD's knew the hip part was defective
yet sold it. Strange why they would do this, like selling gas engine cars in 2016 when 2016
ElectricWindmillEngines would save lives.
12-2-2016 Friday; U.N. Stiffens Sanctions on iMacBook Pro's at every Cafe Table in Paris and
Apple-Starbucks World Wide with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos open 24/7.
12-2-2016 Friday; U.N. Stiffens Sanctions on North Korea, Trying to Slow Its Nuclear March...
"War$"
12-2-2016 Friday; Editorial: Carrier Jobs, Saved by Government" By THE EDITORIAL
BOARD NY Times - Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, with newest superconductive wind turbines
putting out 2 trillion volts.

12-2-2016 Friday; Cholera Police Chief by Expanding Smart Car Fleet, New York Police Just
Got More ‘Adorable’. By RICK ROJAS NY Times. Diplomatic immunity from killing his own
cops like Obama shooting wounded warriors. iTraffic Tickets with iPhone 007 Dash cams would
be expanding saving "Her" life and "No More Sucker Punching Women" at NYC Gas Station
Hold ups, grin. Outsmarting 100K blacks in a armed robbery in NYC ‘Adorable’ live streaming
video of the criminals.
12-2-2016 Friday; "Gasoline Engine Automobile Sales Rise on Postelection Confidence" By
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS UN Sanctions are still on the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts.
12-2-2016 Friday; Gas Engine Cars Antiques: Magnificent Obsessions: Pursuits of a Lifetime!!
By EVE M. KAHN

12-2-2016 Friday; "New King for Thailand as Crown Prince, Vajiralongkorn, Ascends to
Throne" By RICHARD C. PADDOCK The prince was crowned as King Maha Vajiralongkorn
Bodindradebayavarangkun seven weeks after the death of his father, a revered figure in
Thailand. Does the King have sex with all the virgins in Thailand like the King of Nepal?
12-2-2016 Friday; No 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year for the Royals, or iMacBook Pro's at
every Cafe Table in London. Prince Harry Announces a Scholarship to Serve the Royal Family
By LIAM STACK Recipients of the scholarship will spend time in Buckingham Palace, but
don’t get the wrong idea: They will cook, cater and otherwise serve the British royals.
12-2-2016 Friday; Whistle-Blowing Syphilis, STD's, MS, Hepatitis Doctor to leak 2 billion files
on Facebook.... Charlie Hebdo, a Lightning Rod in France, with no intentions of inventing a
better lightning rod or Sex Disease's Rx Recipe Cure.

12-2-2016 Doomed Jet Carrying Brazilian Team Reportedly Ran Out of Fuel...
12-2-2016 Doomed Jet Carrying Brazilian Team Reportedly Ran Out of Fuel... theory that the
plane crashed without fuel was supported by rescue workers on the ground on Tuesday, who
were surprised to see that there had been no explosion. The main damage to the plane appeared
to be from the impact, which caused the fuselage, engines and tail to be torn apart, they said.
12-2-2016 Doomed Jets; Boeing should be flying 777 Jets into Orbit at 10 times the speed of
sound with free cans of H and O created by the superconductive Wind Turbines on the
reinvented 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, that give us 2 trillion volts of electricity at -254
C. Hundred of millions of cans of H and O.
12-2-2016 Thursday; Critic’s Notebook: We Need a Miracle on 34th Street - "Trump Medical
School" - "Yale Key West Medical School" destroyed by Navy F35C Fighter Jets!

12-2-2016 Thursday; Critic’s Notebook: 8 Million Wives who will die from Stage 4 in the next 4
Years in Need a Miracle on 34th Street from Trump Medical School with 1 Click Amazon Links
to Los Alamos not building any Nukes until after there is a Rx Recipe Crunched by Dr. Trump
MD and his wives! Obama shot every single wounded warrior at Walter Reed the last 8 years
and let the White House MD put to death 8 million women with Stage 4 so he could build 44 new
nukes for the USS Jimmy Carter Submarine. Obama's wife and daughters never sent 1 Rx
Recipe to Los Alamos to be crunched by $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM Super Computers. A
War Crime.
12-2-2016 Thursday; Aliens in the microwave background live streaming videos for YouTube
translate it! 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos.
12-2-2016 Yale Key West Medical School will not have any Key's! Yale Key West Medical
School will have iPhone 007 Keys to every door, grin.
12-2-2016 Key to the doors delay of a ribbon-cutting and swearing-in ceremony for the New City

Hall of Key West a BP Oil paid for $$$ City Hall one of millions throught the USA. “The biggest
thing is still door locks... is the most important thing, Scholl said is keeping track of 19 million
keys, Hell No we didn't invent the "No Keys To City Hall" - Yale Key West Medical School will
have iPhone 007 Keys to every door, grin.

12-1-16 "Differing Paths to Israeli-Palestinian Peace" Sampling the responses to an Op-Ed
article by former President Jimmy Carter. Arrival of Jewish Aliens for real. Well not exactly
Arrival, but live streaming video of Jewish Aliens from 100 DirectTV and Comcast Channels
broadcasting Jewish Aliens at each of the nearest 100 Stars... Jimmy Carter knows of this IP
invention project and killed it decades ago along with No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by
the CIA. NASA sabotaged these for "War$".
C.I.A. Doctors, Ethics and Torture - Walter Reed MD's Living a Rich, Full Life’ taking care of
Wounded Warriors Obama shot, 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Era instead would not have
any Walter Reed MD's... Living a Rich, Full Life’ thanks "War$".
correction; Sarah Palin for Veterans Affairs - Sarah Palin and McCain shot every wounded
warrior at Walter Reed since Shock and Awe of Baghdad.
12-1-2016 Thursday; Let Women Drive, a Prince in Saudi Arabia Urges! By SEWELL CHAN
Let Women Die from Stage 4 a Prince in Saudi Arabia Urged since 1980 invention of the Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort Era Euphoria that would have given women a Stage 4 Rx Recipe
Miracle Cure in 1981. Winds of Euphoria of the invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort.
12-1-2016 Thursday; Erich Bloch, Who Helped Develop IBM Mainframe, Dies at 91. By SAM
ROBERTS In 1964, he transformed computing with the System/360, the foundation for the
modern operating system that would host various software programs. Today 12-1-2016 no
System/360 run crunch any software programs for Rx Recipes for Stage 4 or any other of a
thousands diseases and cancers. IBM top brass know this!

12-1-2016 Thursday; Aliens in the microwave background live streaming videos for YouTube
translate it! At Los Alamos.
12-1-2016 Thursday; A linguist specializing in syntax, morphology, ergativity and
nominalisation. As moviegoers have turned out to see Arrival — Denis Villeneuve’s cerebral
alien-invader adventure has grossed more than $60 million domestically since its release —
many have been struck by the language symbols at its centre. Those ornate, hollowed-out
inkblots — like Rorschach tests by way of E.T. — have distinguished the film from many
science-fiction movies that came before. Few nonhuman languages have ever been shown onscreen in their written form, let alone been made the centre of sophisticated in-movie linguistic
study.
12-1-2016 Thursday; SETI, the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence, is an exploratory science
that seeks evidence of life in the universe by looking for some signature of its technology.
12-1-2016 Thursday; The SETI Institute, along with scientists from the University of
California's Lick Observatory, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley has coupled the Lick
Observatory's 40-inch Nickel Telescope with a new pulse-detection system capable of finding

laser beacons from civilizations many light-years distant. Unlike other optical SETI searches,
this experiment is largely immune to false alarms, due to a novel approach incorporating 3 light
detectors.
12-1-2016 Thursday; SETI - new pulse-detection system capable of finding laser beacons from
civilizations many light-years distant.
12-1-2016 Thursday; Aliens in the microwave background live streaming videos for YouTube
translate it! At Los Alamos.
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 inventor8484@gmail.com
cell phone 3054345276 LG Android inventsomething@live.com
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Successful Coup by the CIA "No Gas Stations On Earth." Awe of the name of this Coup will
inspire the CIA. FBI is still in Awe reading Hillary's emails about $777 Trillion in Oil revenues
since 1980.

Dr. Dylan MD + Dr. Madonna MD marriage Lyrics; "Yale Key West Medical School" First $1
Trillion dollar Medical School will be the 155 Story Yale Key West Medical School $$$
11-30-2016 Wednesday; The universe may have been in existence forever. This theory
complements Einstein's theory of relativity. Before; Big Bang!! Is the more severe problem of
general relativity because the laws of physics appear to break down there.” Thus the Universe
existence forever. Why Castro; Obama; Biden; Hawkings are atheists has to do with murder,
like Obama shooting all the wounded warriors at Walter Reed for $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues and Jimmy Carters billion dead from the 1980 suppression of the invention of the
ElectricWindmillEscort. Letters: C.I.A. Doctors, Ethics and Torture - Walter Reed MD's Living
a Rich, Full Life’ taking care of Wounded Warriors Obama shot, 1980 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort Era instead would not have any Walter Reed MD's... Living a Rich, Full
Life’ thanks "War$".
11-30-2016 Wednesday; ...a Symbol of What Went Wrong... purple hearts not heart transplants
11-30-2016 Wednesday; ...a Symbol of What Went Wrong... Dr. Nancy Snyderman
Oppenheimer II was killed by the thug Christy on orders from Bill and Melinda Gates.
11-30-2016 Wednesday; After Democrats’ Losses, Nancy Pelosi Becomes a Symbol of What
Went Wrong" By JONATHAN MARTIN and EMMARIE HUETTEMAN Nancy Pelosi
Becomes a Symbol of What Went Wrong... Nancy watched Dr. Susan Love MD put a needle in
the nipple of a million women as her miracle cure for breast cancer the last 8 years, both
watched Greg and Wives in Key West held as POW's by their 1984 II Society. All 1 million
women died after having a needle put in their nipple! What went wrong with Nancy Pelosi is
$777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues $$$.

11-30-2016 Wednesday; HAVANA — Fidel Castro’s international allies and leftist leaders from
around the world paid their respects to the deceased Cuban ruler Tuesday night at a massive
outdoor farewell ceremony, honoring him with effusive praise that cut a stark contrast with his
negative reputation in the United States. The event stretched late into the night as presidents
and foreign dignitaries from Russia, Iran, China, South Africa, Vietnam and across Latin
America came to the podium in Havana’s Plaza of the Revolution, praising Castro as a towering
figure and tireless advocate for the world’s poor and downtrodden. Castro’s ashes will travel by
caravan to the eastern end of the island, retracing the journey he and his rebel army made in
triumph after seizing power in 1959.
11-30-2016 Wednesday; Greg and Wives in Key West retracing the journey to Jewish Aliens
Streaming Videos from 100's of Stars above Cuba...
11-30-2016 Wednesday; Castro will be buried Sunday morning in Santiago de Cuba, the island’s
second-largest city.

11-30-2016 Wednesday; Trump's flag-burning tweet starts flame war... Bush replied he fired
bombed more cop cars than Obama and shot more wounded warriors at Walter Reed than
Obama did!!
11-30-2016 Wednesday; Despite DNA birth defects and childhood cancers and the 1980 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort, China Pushes to Dig More Coal. Will not take part with the CIA in the
No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op! New York Times - Mine workers in Jincheng, in China's
coal country. China has scrambled to mine and burn more coal because of coal shortages and
concerns about electricity supplies. Tim Cooks hate crimes not making the iPod size GE electric
generator a billion Chinese can plug in all their GE appliances to.
11-30-2016 Wednesday; Bored while you wait for someone to text back? Now you can challenge
friends for high scores on Facebook Messenger's new Instant Games, like Pac-Man, Space
Invaders, and Words With Friends Frenzy. InventBook is censored by our 1984 II Dictators!!
11-30-2016 Wednesday; "If Trump Tweets It, Is It News? A Media Quandary" By MICHAEL
M. GRYNBAUM and SYDNEY EMBER News organizations grapple with covering a
commander in chief who uses his Twitter account as a bully pulpit and propaganda weapon. Rx
Recipe for a Stage 4 Rx Recipe Cure has never been a Tweet.
11-30-2016 Wednesday; After Democrats’ Losses, Nancy Pelosi Becomes a Symbol of What
Went Wrong"

11-30-2016 Wednesday; After Democrats’ Losses, Nancy Pelosi Becomes a Symbol of What
Went Wrong" Nancy watched 19K women murdered by OJ and Robert Kennedy Jr. the last 8
years... what is wrong with Nancy Pelosi???????

11-30-2016 Wednesday; Domestic Abuse Killings Climb as Murders Drop, Frustrating New
York Officials - Books of The Times: Kathleen Collins’s ‘Whatever Happened to Interracial
Love?’ OJ Clones by Obama and Obama never visits the dead women!
11-30-2016 Wednesday; After Democrats’ Losses, Nancy Pelosi Becomes a Symbol of What
Went Wrong"
11-30-2016 Wednesday; ‘Hamilton’ Hits a New High: The Most Money Grossed in a Week on
Broadway - "Oppenheimer II by Dr. Nancy Snyderman as Oppenheimer II at Los Alamos hits a
new high with many BC-Bombs Breast Cancer! MS! syphilis! Malaria!
11-30-2016 Wednesday; After Democrats’ Losses, Nancy Pelosi Becomes a Symbol of What
Went Wrong"

11-30-2016 Wednesday; Let Women Drive, a Saudi Prince Urges. “Beyond being a rights issue,
it is also an economic, developmental and social one,” Alwaleed bin Talal wrote in a four-page
letter posted on his personal website.
11-30-2016 Wednesday; Let Women Marry Pope Francis “Beyond being a rights issue, as the
Pope will not get any one of the 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine without a wife, 4 wives will get the
Pope 4 Nobels in Medicine as wives inspire once given the idea to Drive! The old Pope in Rome
who retires is not even working on 1 invention projects because he does not have 1 wife. This is a
Cardinal Sin.
11-30-2016 Wednesday; What went wrong at the NY Times; failure to capture the lager
Universe with 100's of Comcast and DirectTV channels of Jewish Aliens live Streaming from
thousands of stars... how they spend their Sunday's in NYC. Images of a Supermoon Spectacle.
Photographs from around the world captured the biggest and brightest full moon in nearly 70
years on Sunday and Monday nights.
11-30-2016 Wednesday;
11-30-2016 Wednesday;
11-29-2016 Arrival of atheists and Jewish Aliens on live Streaming Video from nearest stars! A
sabotaged invention by NASA; Arrival of Jewish Aliens to listen to for Hawkings who has No
God before he ever listens to the Arrival of Aliens we can hear today, we just need Greg and
Wives in Key West to Invent This, grin!
11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Arrival' of Jewish Aliens Is Smart Science Fiction At Its Best!
11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Arrival' of Jewish Aliens Is Smart Science Fiction At Its Best! Population
of Trillions or millions will be enough to shock our 1984 II Dictators.
11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Arrival' of Jewish Aliens Is Smart Science Fiction At Its Best! There is a
certain type of movie goer that will enjoy Arrival. If you enjoy slower moving, smart science
fiction like Gattaca or Ex Machina, then Arrival is the movie for you. It's the type of science
fiction that expects the audience to mostly keep up ... with British atheists like Hawkings he is so
stupid Oxford will be closed for 7 years after the Arrival of Jewish Aliens for real. Well not
exactly Arrival, but live streaming video of Jewish Aliens.
"Differing Paths to Israeli-Palestinian Peace" Sampling the responses to an Op-Ed article by
former President Jimmy Carter. Arrival of Jewish Aliens for real. Well not exactly Arrival, but
live streaming video of Jewish Aliens from 100 DirectTV and Comcast Channels broadcasting

Jewish Aliens at each of the nearest 100 Stars... Jimmy Carter knows of this IP invention project
and killed it decades ago with No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op by the CIA.
This is what NASA sabotaged since 1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort taking
kickbacks from all the mass murderers at BP Oil for $777 Trillion who are also atheists. How
can Oxford - Yale - Harvard presidents be atheists before they get the data on Jewish Aliens on
YouTube, and Facebook? Grin. This data is what NASA has sabotaged.

11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Arrival' of Jewish Aliens Is Smart Science Fiction At Its Best! Why
Gunshot Victims Have Reason to Like the Affordable Care Act. No not laser surgery but no
Gunshot Victims on Earth Era. Arrival of DirectTV 100 Channels from the Universe of 100
nearest stars.
11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Arrival' of Wounded Warriors the 2017 FordElectricWindmillEscort...
For Obama, Visiting Wounded at Walter Reed Is Sacred Duty Crime... Hell of a War Crime
when Obama and the Walter Reed MD's know about the 1980 FordElectricWindmillEscort that
would have Prevented every Wounded Warrior decades before 9/11" By GARDINER HARRIS
President Obama has visited the military hospital nearly two dozen times, trips that have
affected him deeply and that have inspired the injured... to sue Obama like widows of 9/11 can
sue Saudi Arabia.

11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Trudeau Reaches Out, but Mercury Rises, Lead in every glass of Water in
Canada and China.
11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Obama has visited the Walter Reed military hospital nearly two dozen
times...
11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Obama has never visited Saint Jude Childrens Hospital to inspire kids
who know their DNA was infected by Obama's love-greed for $777 Trillion in Clean Diesel.
11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Arrival' of Jewish Aliens Is Smart Science Fiction At Its Best! Population
of Trillions or millions will be enough to shock our 1984 II Dictators.

11-29-2016 Tuesday; Millions will NOT be enough to shock our 1984 II Dictators... childhood
cancers and birth defects just in Canada... Trudeau will have to view a million kids in his
Canada gas exhaust chamber after the coup, Castro Revolution. No Gas Stations On Earth.
11-29-2016 Tuesday; 'Arrival' Challenging the Boss in Public? It’s Part of the Job" By
MICHAEL D. SHEAR and MAGGIE HABERMAN Kellyanne Conway’s criticism can never be
about the wounded at Walter Reed, Greg and wife's in Key West are the only ones who criticise
our 1984 II Dictators for shooting their own troops needlessly when the 1980 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort would have won the war! Mark and his Chinese wife on Facebook will
sensor the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort long as he can.

11-29-2016 Tuesday; DirecTV Now - Star Wars Direct Invention Projects to hear and view the
Universe better than DirectTV could ever cover it, bring it to you!
11-29-2016 Tuesday; DirecTV Now - With Facebook and the Florida Lottery will distract you
from writing the Arrival of Jewish Aliens Movie, Book and invention projects in every scene
chapter to get this SF before Hawkings died a death with no God in his Universe.
11-29-2016 Tuesday; Customers can pay an extra $5 per month each to add HBO and Cinemax.
Before you pay anything, there will be a free seven-day trial period, and limited DirecTV Now
will be available through a FreeView mode. It’s also offering promotional pricing which will
offer its “Go Big” ($60/mo) package of over 100 channels for $35/month. And those who sign up
at this rate will be grandfathered in as long as they use the service. Enrique Rodriguez,
Executive Vice President and CTO of AT&T Entertainment, described this as “an entirely new
cost structure for AT&T”

11-29-2016 Tuesday; "Love in the 1984 Movie" He breaks the mirror and finds the camera the
government men rush into the room and separate the couple. "Brooklyn Prosecutor Accused of
Using Illegal Wiretap to Spy on Love Interest" Tara Lenich, a high-ranking prosecutor in the
district attorney’s office, was arrested and fired after investigators learned she had spied on a
police detective and a colleague, an official said. Normalcy in the 1984 Novel by Orwell and in
real life NYC.
11-29-2016 Tuesday; Normalcy in Cuba when even Castro's Revolutionary leaders like Walter
Reed MD embargoed Rx Recipe's crunching at Los Alamos for 50 years to keep building nukes.
As She Fights Cancer, a Woman Strives for Normalcy - Patricia Lewis, 68, is focused on
Normalcy her grandchildren after losing her health and career to breast cancer. By JOHN OTIS
As She Fights Cancer, a Woman Strives for Normalcy when No Gas Stations on Earth
Revolution was censored in Cuba by Castro. USA Women today like the wounded at Walter
Reed today know the embargo was against using Los Alamos to crunch Rx Recipes for a Miracle
Overnight cure for Stage 4 and the Graivty Engine Spin off of the Invention of the 1980 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort.

11-29-2016 Tuesday; Normalcy when Los Alamos and Walter Reed refuse to crunch Rx Recipe
for MS so Obama's... White House MD is busy putting to death women with MS, Why?
11-29-2016 Tuesday;
11-29-2016 Tuesday;

11-28-2016 Monday; "Putting a Steel Skyscraper on a Pedestal" A 995-foot tower rising west
out of Havana Cuba!
11-28-2016 Monday; "Putting a Steel Skyscraper on a Pedestal" A 995-foot tower rising west
out of Key West, 155 Story Yale Key West Medical School, No Gas Stations on Earth Revolution
Castro Censored, grin!
11-28-2016 Monday; Arrival a new Ford ElectricWindmillEscort in the NY Times!
"OPEC's failure to reach a deal could push oil below $40, No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op
"OPEC's failure to reach a deal could push oil below $40, No Gas Stations On Earth Coup Op
11-28-2016 "OPEC's failure to reach a deal could push oil below $40, says strategist" CNBC Failure by OPEC to agree on a deal to cut production could push the oil price back under $40 a
barrel, says the Global Head of Commodity Strategy at Canada's RBC Capital Markets.
11-28-2016 Monday; Trump has evidence a Billion People have been killed for $777 Trillion in
BP Oil Revenues $$$
11-28-2016 Failure by the NY Times to let 9/11 widows sue Saudi Arabia and Failure of the NY
Times to prevent 9/11 by driving the 1990 Los Alamos Ford "Mr. Buell's Wind Car" around
Times Square... Telling women in 1990 Los Alamos is crunching Mr. Buell and his Wind Car
not Rx Recipes for Stage 4.

11-28-2016 Monday; In 1990 Los Alamos is crunching Mr. Buell and his Wind Car not kids
MRI's from poison gas exhaust because GE and the Boston Globe took kickbacks, bribes and
perks from $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. Will Trump pardon them for killing a billion kids,
I don't think so! Monday; "GE, Children's Hospital form medical software venture" The Boston
Globe - "Most MRIs of children's brains are done in community hospitals, and most of those
hospitals do not employ radiologists who specialize in children's brains" Los Alamos if Dr.
Nancy Snyderman was not killed by the thug Christy she would be Dr. Oppenheimer II Today.
11-28-2016 Monday; NY Times Editorial: The G.O.P. and Health Care Chaos - Will Trumps
White House MD put to death SWF's with MS...
11-28-2016 Monday; Arrival a new Ford ElectricWindmillEscort in the NY Times!
11-28-2016 Arrival a new sci-fi classic? Maybe. Is it a first contact classic with Jewish Aliens at
the nearest stars. More human response to first contact, Castro died without looking at the Stars
over Cuba. Jimmy Carter is a peace with his God after he killed a billion people with Spray
Painted Black Clouds of Clean Diesel from a trillion scooters on Duval Key West... half of
Jimmy Carters grad kids will die of childhood cancers and birth defects. Jimmy Carter is still at
Peace with his God knowing this same as Castro was about Heaven and Hell.

11-28-2016 Monday; Scientists have taken to Twitter to talk about all the important work
NASA's earth science program does, using the hashtag #ThanksNASA.
11-28-2016 Monday; NASA Scientists have sold their soul for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues.

11-28-2016 Monday; 100 Hubble II Space Telescope Train Flagler was bombed by Key West
Navy F35C fighter jets because our 1984 II Dictators don't want to talk to any Jewish Aliens.
This is the true story why NASA Scientists never built a Hubble II let alone a Train of 100
Hubble II when NASA has $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues.
11-28-2016 Monday; $777 trillion in Mexico oil has been rocketing across the boarder since
Apollo 13 and Challenger - Floating Across the Mexico Border" While border security may be
part of the national conversation, a ferry in a small Texas town has been offering trips to and
from Mexico for decades. Take a ride across the Rio Grande. By MARGARET CHEATHAM
WILLIAMS, NIKO KOPPEL and KAITLYN MULLIN Floating Across the Mexico Border $777 Trillion in oil Revenues $$$

11-28-2016 Monday; Embargo of Stage 4 Rx Recipe's too... "Little Havana Reacts to Castro's
Death" "On Saturday night, hundreds of Cuban-Americans took to the streets of Miami to
celebrate the death of Fidel Castro, who had ruled Cuba for nearly half a century." By
CLÀUDIA PRAT, NIKO KOPPEL and SAMANTHA QUICK "Little Havana Reacts to
Castro's Death" Deaths of millions of women from the USA's Stage 4 Rx recipe Cure Embargo
was not in this NY Times article. Failure of the NY Times to save the lives of a million women is
a war crime!
11-28-2016 Monday; CORAL GABLES, Fla. — Juanita Castro considered her brother Fidel a
traitor and had not spoken to him in 52 years, but, even so, she feels that a piece of her is missing
now that he is dead. Mr. Castro was reviled by many as a despot who had killed innocents and
caused countless Cubans to flee the island, and when he died Friday night, spontaneous parties
broke out in the streets of Miami. Ms. Castro expressed disdain for the thousands who danced
and rejoiced over her brother’s death.“Logically, that reaction hurts,” Ms. Castro, 83, said
Sunday in an interview at her home in a quiet, well-kept neighborhood here in South Florida,
where she has lived since 1964. “The only difference is that he may have millions, but the other
had a brain,” Ms. Castro said of Mr. Trump and Mr. Castro. Unfortunately, she said her
brother had not used his intelligence for the good of Cuba. Ms. Castro said she enjoyed a warm
relationship with many of her siblings’ grandchildren, who also live abroad. In 2005, she won a
libel suit, filed in Spain, against Fidel Castro’s estranged daughter for calling Ms. Castro’s
father a murderer. Each year the family is getting smaller, and she does not attend the funerals.
She will skip this one, too, but she laments not having the family she wished she had been able to
hold on to — the kind whose members are there to console one another when one of them
passes. “I live with pain in my heart, but I accept my destiny,” she said. “I forgive everybody,
including my brother.”

11-28-2016 Monday; CORAL GABLES, Fla. — Juanita Castro when Castro fell ill 10 years or
so ago, Cubans in Miami practically lynched me there, because I said I didn’t rejoice in anyone’s
sickness... million of women died of Stage 4 in Miami. 1984 II Dictators played war games with
Bill and Melinda Gates.
11-28-2016 Monday; CORAL GABLES, Fla. — Juanita Castro in the NY Times today. Article
didn't mention her Ford... or what she thought of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort though she
must know. $777 Trillion in gas stations hold ups by our 1984 II Dictators paid for Little
Havana $$$

11-28-2016 Monday; "Putting a Steel Skyscraper on a Pedestal" A 995-foot tower rising west
will balance on an enormous steel pedestal overhanging the rail yard below. By DAVID W.
DUNLAP 11-28-2016 Monday; "Putting a Steel Skyscraper on a Pedestal" is a interesting article but falls
over, grin. Falls short in todays technology that can put this 995 foot tower on its own with no
Comcast cable, ha, no ConEdison electric wires, no water, no sewer, no WasteManagement
trash pick up, no ATT land lines for a 995 story skyscraper. Knowing David at the Times he will
not correct this article so most linky this 995 foot tower will be connected to NYC electricity,
water, sewer, Comcast, AT&T. A war crime by the Times. The 1984 II Times we live in.
11-28-2016 Monday; iPost Office!! "Trump, and Great Business Ideas for America" By
ROBERT J. SHILLER With the proper approach, modern business could improve the work of
government institutions... iLosAlamos! Hemingway House Writing Class Novel; a invention
thriller with 1 click links to iLos Alamos.
11-28-2016 Monday; New York Times - One of the few things that Donald J. Trump and Hillary
Clinton seemed to agree on was that high out-of-pocket spending on health care was a problem.
Millions dead from Stage 4 was censored by our 1984 II Dictators. Hillary MD, Trump MD...
11-27-2016 It’s the gravitational force that enabled our "Life On Earth". Our Life in the
Universe depends on inventing the gravity engine. Discovering how gravity is generated. This is
not over our heads. Facebook vs InventBook our 1984 II Dictators killed a billion (inventions
for) people, writing Facebook instead of InventBook!
11-27-2016 "Keeping the Electricity Grid One Step Ahead of the Storm" "Invention Grid"
Electricity of reading InventBook vs Facebook! Novel with Invention Thrillers on every page!
11-27-2016 iMacBook Pro with a battery that last for a year! This is the title of the book for
todays Hemingway House Writing class. It would be finished by midnight tonight with iapps
and 1 click links to Los Alamos if Greg and Wives in Key West were not POW's.
"Overhead Traffic in Cars" Ford Gravity Engine Escorts.
11-27-2016 Today Fidel Castro Ruz at Apple-Starbucks in Paris with a iMacBook Pro, 1 Click
Amazon links to Los Alamos. Writing the Hemingway invention thriller with iapps so the Novel
can be finished by midnight with Rx Recipes for a Stage 4 cure and hits on how to build the
Gravity Engine Ford.
11-27-2016 Hemingway House Writing class in Cuba today... advertised in the Havana NY
Times as a invention thriller with a invention idea on every page.
11-27-2016 There's no Hemingway writing class today in Cuba or Key West because our 1984 II
Dictators are on Facebook, grin.
11-27-2016 "Keeping the Electricity Grid One Step Ahead of the Storm" iMacBook Pro with a
battery that last for a year! Invention Grid is one of Electricity! 1961 Mayo MD's sending
electricity through Hemingway's brain. Trail and Error MD's, grin. Invention Thriller of shock
treatment today and in a Star Trek Society! Hemingway House Writing Classes have 1 Click
Amazon links to Los Alamos.
11-27-2016 "Keeping the Electricity Grid One Step Ahead of the Storm" Japan has not been
home to the world's fastest supercomputer in five years and now its government wants to
reclaim the crown. The country's Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry has allocated the
equivalent of $173 million to a project aimed at building a supercomputer capable of processing
130 petaflops, or 130 quadrillion calculations per second. United States has the third, fourth and
fifth fastest supercomputers.

11-27-2016 "Keeping the Electricity Grid One Step Ahead of the Storm" iMacBook Pro with a
battery that last for a year! United States has the third, fourth and fifth fastest
supercomputers... how many fast super computers does it take to invent a iMacBook Pro battery
that will run for a year. One!
11-27-2016 Crucial meeting what to crunch with the 3 fastest super computers. Oil $$$
11-27-2016 The skinny DNA By PAGAN KENNEDY The body of a woman whose mutation
keeps her on the brink of starvation may hold the secret to treating obesity. The worlds 3 fastest
super computers hold the link to inventing the diet pill or just putting it in the drinking water.

11-27-2016 Three days from a crucial meeting, OPEC's deal to curb oil production and end
years of global oversupply hangs in the balance.
11-27-2016 Electricity Oversupply years the future we have today is one of overproduction of
electricity which will lead to 1,001 IP invention projects spin off inventions and new inventions
they use electricity.
11-27-2016 "Keeping the Electricity Grid One Step Ahead of the Storm" Work on getting the
electric lines back up and running storm after storm year after year when the Electric Grid has
been reinvented driven to 2 trillion volts more electricity than the world could ever imagine in
spin off inventions from the Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts.

11-27-2016 In Havana, Castro’s Death Lays Bare the USA masterminds of the Cuba Embargo
just embargoed Stage 4 Rx Recipes, vaccines in the drinking water, gravity engine invention.
Hemingway House writing classes with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. Hemingway's with
a super computer for writing a invention thriller Novel.
11-27-2016 "Miami’s Cuban Exiles Celebrate Castro’s Death" By LIZETTE ALVAREZ
Miami's gas stations today should be dead like Castro. Masterminds who keep these gas stations
open are evil men. Castro talked about Heaven and Hell without ever talking to any Jewish
Aliens at the nearest 10 stars. Masterminds who keep Miami gas stations open today talk about
Heaven and Hell never catching up with them. Jimmy Carter is at peace with God.
11-27-2016 Heaven and Hell Misconceptions about the relation between scientific research,
evidence and Jewish Aliens at the nearest stars.
11-27-2016 A theory posits that the all of our thoughts are a function of a basic algorithm, N=2^i
–1.

11-27-2016 It’s the gravitational force that enabled our "Life On Earth". Our Life in the
Universe depends on inventing the gravity engine. Discovering how gravity is generated. This is
not over our heads.
"Overhead traffic in cars" Castro knew about the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort I doubt he
knew about Greg and Wives in Key West Gravity Engine Invention. "Overhead traffic in cars"
is the front page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper today but not for cars but F35C fighter
jets. If our 1984 II dictators didn't build 10's of thousands of F35C's we would have "Overhead
Traffic in Cars" today. This is a war crime. Will Trump give Obama a Pardon for killing a
billion people, I don't think so!

No Gas Stations On Earth Day will replace Veterans Day in 2017.
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces that bring massive combatants all with Los Alamos $ Trillion
dollar IBM Super Computers. The Matter of shutting down the H-Bomb Assembly line at Los
Alamos and the A-Bomb assembly line in Pakistan. North Korea, whose nuclear capabilities
have been increasing sharply. Gravity of IP invention projects of the Gravity Engine and Stage 4
Rx Recipe both bombed by F35C's coming off the Boeing assembly lines in the thousands... the
last 8 years when 2017 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts should be coming off the Ford and Boeing
assembly lines in the hundreds of thousands. All these 900,000 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts
were bombed by F35C fighter jets! A war crime. Will Trump give Obama a Pardon for killing a
billion people, I don't think so!
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces "Overhead traffic in cars" with a Gravity Engine Castro could
have invented, grin.
11-26-2016 It’s the gravitational force that enabled our "Life On Earth" and everything that
gave rise to it to form in the first place. Time and Gravity, it's about time we used Los Alamos!

11-26-2016 Gravitational forces Castro's reign over the island-nation 90 miles (145 kilometers)
from Florida was marked by the U.S.-backed Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961 and the Cuban
Missile Crisis a year later that brought the world to the brink of nuclear war!
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces for nuclear wars has keep the Los Alamos super computer's
crunching H-Bombs over and over again since 1961. A Billion people have died of cancers and
diseases these super computers could have crunched a Rx Recipe and cured. Will Trump give
Obama a Pardon for killing a billion people, I don't think so!
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces Castro he gave up his trademark Cohiba cigars for health
reasons a billion others died a tortured death from smoking... Will Trump give Obama a Pardon
for killing a billion people, I don't think so!
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces - Fidel Castro Ruz was born Aug. 13, 1926, in eastern Cuba's
sugar country, where his Spanish immigrant father worked first recruiting labor for U.S. sugar

companies and later built up a prosperous plantation of his own. Castro attended Jesuit schools,
then the University of Havana, where he received law and social science degrees. His life as a
rebel began in 1953 with a reckless attack on the Moncada military barracks in the eastern city
of Santiago. Most of his comrades were killed and Fidel and his brother Raul went to prison.
Fidel turned his trial defense into a manifesto that he smuggled out of jail, famously declaring,
"History will absolve me." Freed under a pardon, Castro fled to Mexico and organized a rebel
band that returned in 1956, sailing across the Gulf of Mexico to Cuba on a yacht named
Granma. After losing most of his group in a bungled landing, he rallied support in Cuba's
eastern Sierra Maestra mountains. Three years later, tens of thousands spilled into the streets of
Havana to celebrate Batista's downfall and catch a glimpse of Castro as his rebel caravan
arrived in the capital on Jan. 8, 1959. The U.S. was among the first to formally recognize his
government, cautiously trusting Castro's early assurances he merely wanted to restore
democracy, not install socialism.

11-26-2016 Gravitational forces - "Overhead traffic in cars" Castro knew about the Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort.
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces - Castro - knew about the $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues!
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces - American gangsters and the closure of their casinos American 1984 II Dictators killing a billion inventors and inventions with the Florida state
lottery... Billion man hours of working on a Stage 4 Rx Recipe was lost playing the Florida state
lottery.
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces mass of murder in Canada via Oil Exhaust in the air instead of
vaccines in the drinking water Era. Billion kids DNA with cancer and birth defects. Justin
Trudeau; Will Trump give him a Pardon for killing a billion people, I don't think so!
11-26-2016 Castro with two wives... He and his first wife, Mirta Diaz Balart, had one son before
divorcing in 1956. Then, for more than four decades, Castro had a relationship with Dalia Soto
del Valle. They had five sons together and were said to have married quietly in 1980. 1980 the
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort was invented and killed by Jimmy Carter bullied by Teddy
Kennedy.

11-26-2016 Gravitational forces mass of murder in Canada via Oil Exhaust in the air instead of
vaccines in the drinking water Era. Billion kids DNA with cancer and birth defects. Justin
Trudeau; Will Trump give him a Pardon for killing a billion people, I don't think so!
11-26-2016 Canada NY Times censored kids DNA. India NY Times censored out kids DNA
cancers and birth defects from Smog they the NY Times Editors will never put a picture of on
the front page on orders from our 1984 II Dictators. Indian Court Bans Fireworks Sales in Delhi
to Fight Smog By NIDA NAJAR and ELLEN BARRY Though a longstanding custom at Hindu
festivals, the displays were seen as contributing to dangerous levels of air pollution. UN WHO
has to follow orders of our USA dictators not to mention kids DNA birth defects and cancer
from smog and like fiery wrecks these pictures are censored from the front page and Facebook.
11-26-2016 Gravitational forces - In Havana, Castro’s Death Lays Bare a Generation Gap - In
the USA Lays Bare the 1 billion dead fighting Castro, losing Stage 4 Rx Recipe cure and the
Ford Gravity Engine car. In hearing about Fidel Castro’s death, many older Cubans went into

mourning, but younger people were generally indifferent. By HANNAH BERKELEY COHEN
and FRANCES ROBLES - Indifferent to the USA's killing of 1 billion women with Stage 4 is the
editors at the failed NY Times. Will Trump give the failed NY Times editors a Pardon for killing
a billion people, I don't think so!
11-26-2016 NY Times on lights in all the burned out houses to keep up appearances. Same time
Putin spent $1 Trillion a year the last 8 years on building houses for humanity in Moscow and
Saint Petersburg. $8 Trillion and all the NY Times writes about is burned out houses with lights
on... “We have become so adjusted to the darkness and dimness of the neighborhood,” said
Mark Robinson, an Albany councilman who can name former residents of nearly every vacant
home he walked past. “My anger does run deep. What good do these lights even do? What’s the
game plan?” NY Times knows all the men with $777 Trillion dollars. Shining a Light on Cities’
Abandoned Buildings, From the Inside Out An art installation is drawing attention to urban
blight in three upstate New York cities by illuminating the windows of vacant properties. By
JANE GOTTLIEB Jane at the Times knows Putin spent $8 trillion on housing with lights and
cable.

11-26-2016 Gravitational forces 11-26-2016 Gravitational forces 11-26-2016 Gravitational forces 11-26-2016 Gravitational forces 11-26-2016 Iris NY Times is not so much a failure but no stats on Robert Kennedy Jr. as Ireland
must have rich men like Robert Kennedy Jr. too. Who murder hang their wife in the Irish barn.
New figures show 87 per cent of women who died violently in Ireland over the last 20 years were
killed by a man they knew. A total of 209 women have been killed in the last two decades and 16
children died violently alongside their mothers during that period. Women’s Aid, a national
organisation that supports women and their children affected by domestic violence, published
the figures in a new report called Behind Closed Doors: Femicide Watch 1996-2016. The study
revealed women in Ireland are more likely to be killed in their own homes or by a current or
former partner. A total of 131 women (63 per cent) were killed in their own homes from 1996 to
2016, the figures show. In the 164 resolved cases through court or murder-suicides, 89 women
were murdered by a partner or ex-partner, 54 were killed by a male relative or a man they knew
and 21 women were murdered by strangers.
11-26-2016 High-profile cases - Irish Times didn't mention Robert Kennedy Jr. and Mary
Kennedy! French film producer Sophie Toscan Du Plantier (37) was killed in December 1996 in
Schull, Co Cork. A new arrest warrant for chief suspect former journalist Ian Bailey was issued
this year as her family continues to fight for justice 20 years on. Elaine O’Hara (36) was
murdered in August 2012 and the trial became the focus of national attention last year.
Architect Graham Dwyer was convicted of the offence and jailed for life. Dwyer’s appeal of his
conviction is yet to be heard.
Thanksgiving Day; Failure at the NY Times is Mary sucker punched in a 2000 gas station hold
up in Miami, 100 stitches. Life had pictures of Hemingway on the cover.
Thanksgiving Day; Failure at the NY Times is not a scam swindle by Trump!
Link I Had to make my current index a smaller file New Years 2016 to Thanksgiving 2016 here

11-25-2016 Gravitational forces that bring massive clumps of matter together. Failure of the NY
Times to bring gravitational forces to the Apple-Starbucks 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos
on a trillion dollars worth of iMacBook Pro's and InventBook coup over Facebook. Gravity
Engine will be invented when the NY Times is no longer a failure to 5 Billion people.
11-25-2016 Gravitational forces that bring massive clumps of matter together. On large scales,
they create galaxies; on smaller scales, they create gas clouds, stars and even planets. It’s the
gravitational force — the longest-range, most universal force of all — it's the failure of the NY
Times not to force the Gravity Engine on the front page and in a Editorial.
11-25-2016 Failure of the NY Times to call for the invention of self driving cars on the roads....
11-25-2016 Failure at the NY Times is Mary sucker punched in a 2000 gas station hold up in
Miami, 100 stitches. Life had pictures of Hemingway on the cover. BDay's Mary, Hemingway,
Mayo Clinic, Gas Stations first one and last one on Earth. Gravity of Gas Stations hold ups in
Miami. Seems like a simple invention to put a end to all gas station hold ups! Failure at the NY
Times front page pictures and editorials how to invent something!
11-25-2016 Failure of the NY Times not to dissect gravity in a front page picture to brainstorm
the invention of the Gravity Engine for Cars that don't need roads....
11-25-2016 Tech Tip "Moving a Mac’s Photos Library" By J. D. BIERSDORFER Photos that
dissect gravity and Stage 4 are moved from the front page of the NY Times, a failure of the NY
Times!
11-25-2016 Tech Tip "Moving a Mac’s Photos Library" By J. D. BIERSDORFER If you find
that the pictures in the Mac’s Photos app are starting to crowd your computer’s internal
storage, you can relocate them to an external drive. Drive to invent and brainstorm every
invention looking through a Photo Library of Inventions.

11-25-2016 Global Health: Telling Mosquitoes Apart With a Cellphone. Getting blood test out of
a iPhone 007 Plus - seems like a simple invention!
11-25-2016 "Erasing GPS Data From Photos" By J. D. BIERSDORFER - Getting the NY Times
to publish some "Star Trek Era" GPS invention that Star Trek would have if the Times
Published these futuristic inventions. Tech Tip In Windows, the photo’s Remove Properties box
allows you to save a scrubbed copy of the picture or manually strip out certain pieces of
information about the selected images. "Erasing GPS Data From Photos" By J. D.
BIERSDORFER If you have picture files with embedded location information that you would
rather not reveal, you can remove it before sharing the images.
11-25-2016 Gravitational forces that bring massive clumps of matter together. On large scales,
they create galaxies; on smaller scales, they create gas clouds, stars and even planets. It’s the
gravitational force — the longest-range, most universal force of all — that enabled our home
and everything that gave rise to it to form in the first place.
11-25-2016 This picture of gridlock traffic in LA shows why we need self-driving cars... failure
at the NY Times that will kill billions of people if Trump does not tweet why we need "Gravity
Engine" Cars! Who ever these George Orwell masterminds are behind the 1984 II society
making headlines every day about self driving cars instead of Gravity Engine Cars are like Bush
telling the 9/11 clean up workers not to wear a mask and they all died of cancer and Bush was
not even called out for these deaths at Yale Law or FBI.

11-25-2016 LA is the most congested city in the United States... and there are no LA AppleStarbucks with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos to crunch the "Gravity Engine" Ford.

11-25-2016 Gravitational forces that bring massive clumps of matter together. On large scales,
they create galaxies;
11-25-2016 Failure of Bill and Melinda Gates giving away mosquito nets and wood burning
stoves... when Gravitational forces that bring massive clumps of matter together... to invent to
gravity engine and Stage 4 cure are a failure like Bush killing all the 9/11 clean up workers and
Bill and Melinda killing a billion students so they can make a $77 Billion dollar profit every 3
months from the Education Dept... a scan and a swindle by Bill and Melinda Gates Trump
should tweet... Gravitational forces of Win 10 should be killed off Today by our 1984 II
Dictators.
11-25-2016 Gravitational forces that bring massive clumps of matter together. On large scales,
they create galaxies; on smaller scales, they create gas clouds, stars and even planets. It’s the
gravitational force — the longest-range, most universal force of all — that enabled our home
and everything that gave rise to it to form in the first place.
11-25-2016 Be Thankful For The Universe That Created Gravity! - Forbes The Universe is an
amazing place, and the way it came to be today is something very much worth being thankful
for.
11-25-2016 Status quo today is Bill and Melinda Gates giving away mosquito nets and wood
burning stoves... there is nothing about Gravity Engine inventions by Greg and Wives in Key
West.

11-25-2016 Renoir’s paintings “Dance in the City” and “Dance in the Country,” the man is
modeled on his friend, author Paul Lhote, and the woman is modeled on Aline Charigot, who
would later become Renoir’s wife. The original painting can be found at the Musée d’Orsey in
Paris.
11-25-2016 "Whispering Close" Renoir’s paintings “Plague in the City” and “Plague in the
Country,” Plague paintings can be found at the Musée d’Orsey in Paris.
11-25-2016 "Whispering Close" Renoir’s paintings “Plague in the City” Plague in the City of
Key West today is Greg and Wives are POW's of drivers with "Purple Heart" license plates stalking the Universe for someone to kill be killed, wounded for more "Purple Hearts" when his
wife will die from Stage 4 and waiting for a Heart Transplants as Purple Hearts in Key West
bombed the Yale Key West Medical School for wife's and kids. Walter Reed is a failure for
Wounded Warriors as the Gravity of MD's who torture, leave out the polio virus, fail to work on
a invention to put the polio vaccine and whooping cough in the drinking water. Rx Maker
Johnson and Johnson killed a billion people in the last 8 years of Obama even more since the
1980 invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and its Euphoria that would have inspired
1,001 Nobels in Medicine and given us in Key West a Hemingway House writing class with
invention thrillers not written by Johnson and Johnson Elite, Rich kids.

11-25-2016 Living With Cancer @ the failed NY Times! "The Gift of Grace" Is it possible to
find grace in the context of a cancer death? By SUSAN GUBAR - Susan with 1 click links to Los
Alamos all $1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM super computers working on Nukes today instead of
the Cancer Cell. How could Susan find Grace watching to Nukes on the assembly line at Los
Alamos today. The Gift of inventing with Rx Recipes crunched in 10 super computers at Los
Alamos by scientists with a grace to kill everything on Earth now thinking how do they get the
Breast Cancer Bomb for a cancer cell via a Rx Recipe. This seems like a simple inventions once
the failed NY Times outlines 10 super computers and millions of Rx Recipes and just how 10
super computers will crunch all these Rx Recipes. As for Susan she reminded me of Dr. Susan
Love who has been putting needles into women's nipples the last 8 years and telling them this
will cure your breast cancer. No Dr. Susan Love didn't try to get into Los Alamos with her cure.
Grace was Dr. Love's Gift to millions of women she killed. Living With Cancer @ the failed NY
Times! "The Gift of Grace"
11-25-2016 NASA and FEMA Rehearse for the Unthinkable: An Asteroid Strike on Los Angeles
By CHRISTOPHER MELE Failure of the NY Times is unthinkable when NASA was stuck tin
LA traffic for 100's of hours. Unthinkable Gravity Engine Invention by NASA guys stuck in LA
traffic for hours and hours what did they talk about... this can not be published, grin. Of course
there was not intellectual conversations about gravity.
11-25-2016 Unthinkable at NASA is star travel inventions to Alpha Centauri or just going faster
than the speed of light calling the Jewish Aliens that live there. Failure at the NY Times to put a
picture of the Nearest Star on the Front Page and in a Editorial. Now you can see why Trump
has failure of the NY Times.

11-25-2016 Mechanism of action - Bosentan is a competitive antagonist of endothelin-1 at the
endothelin-A (ET-A) and endothelin-B (ET-B) receptors. Under normal conditions, endothelin-1
binding of ET-A or ET-B receptors causes constriction of the pulmonary blood vessels. By
blocking this interaction, bosentan decreases pulmonary vascular resistance. Bosentan has a
slightly higher affinity for ET-A than ET-B.
11-25-2016 Mechanism of action - at the failed NY Times front page pictures and editorials of a
Star Trek Era, what's the future inventions!

LDL levels - CIA levels - Lesley Stahl commenting about her own future heart transplant paid
for by CBS $$$ "The Two Americas of 2016" Cheney and Lesley Stahl; "To Have; Have Not
Yet" by Hemingway. Steve Jobs, Dr. Susan Love.
11-25-2016 Thursday; Trump Medical School - 155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure made out of
Titanium.

11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; "A Less Frenzied "Black Friday" as Millennials Opt to Stay In
Our Universe - A Universe with no Jewish Alien MD's... A More Frenzied "Black Friday"
would be spent at the Hemingway House writing class with iMacBook Pro iapps writing the SF
invention thriller's brainstorming ideas that can be crunched at Los Alamos for faster than the
speed of light satellite communications... to pick up Jewish Alien Wives, grin. We are at the
Hemingway House... Legal Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House... Thank Trump!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Thanks for the News about 2 Trillion Galaxies!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; 1980 in NYC... editors just don't want to write about the Apple
Starbucks Dinner with 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos, grin. Brain Dead editor! GEORGE
BLECHER. More Than Coffee: New York’s Vanishing Diner Culture" By GEORGE
BLECHER Metro Diner, at 100th Street and Broadway in Manhattan, opened in 1989. 9 Years
after the invention of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort! With the number of restaurants
that call themselves diners and coffee shops dwindling in the city, a devotee wonders how New
Yorkers will get along without these antidotes to urban loneliness. Greg and Wives will rewrite
the Editorial for the NY Times Diner Culture as the iMacBook Pro's costing $8K at every Diner
Stool in NYC... Loneliness of living in the middle of 2 Trillion Galaxies alone... is Trumps
Failure of the NY Times Editors on Thanksgiving Day!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Thanks for the News about 2 Trillion Galaxies!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Proposal soul mates in a Universe that the speed of light might
vary, to solve what cosmologists call the horizon problem. This says that the universe reached a
uniform temperature long before heat-carrying photons, which travel at the speed of light, had
time to reach all corners of the universe. The implications could be profound... soul mates
solved.
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Another Day In the Frontal Lobes at Apple-Starbucks...
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day in Key West "Wounded Warriors" are biking from Miami Not
1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts... Thanks to Warriors like Biden who killed his own Son!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Failure at the NY Times in the "Science Times" page on
Facebook. Sign up for a Star Trek Era science times - Why, because some little girl will let a dog
lick her face today and get bit, Mom and Dad will take her to the emergency room for stitches.
Life had pictures of Hemingway on the cover.
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Failure at the NY Times is Mary sucker punched in a 2000 gas
station hold up in Miami, 100 stitches. Life had pictures of Hemingway on the cover.
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Failure at the NY Times is not a scam swindle by Trump!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day. Navy's shocking Docking in Key West of the "USS Jimmy Carter
Nuke Submarine" when a "Hospital Ship Carrier" would have more cheers of Thanks Docking
in Key West on Thanksgiving Day... Dr. Lady Gaga MD, is expected to oversee Bidens troops on
Thanksgiving Day. Wounded Warrior “fake news” swindled the real Dr. Nancy Snyderman
Oppenheimer II MD from making the "DNA" Penicillin Miracle Cure discoveries shocking loss
of the 1980 to 2016 Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts, No Gas Stations On Earth, No Head On
Collisions! Wounded Warriors killed hundreds of millions maybe a billion with the help of
Facebook and the NY Times! InventBook Is the Hospital Ship Carrier that can video conference
with Jewish Alien MD's at the Nearest Stars. Facebook's "8 Lines Written by Anne Frank Fetch
$148,000 at Auction" when 8 Jewish Aliens at 8 nearest stars were killed, murdered by Anne
Frank in cold blood on Facebook today! Shocking! Battlegrounds are "Star Travels IP invention
projects" today but not listed on Facebook. InventBook is Censored. Shocking Casualties of this
Oil Revenue War... for the shocking $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. Thanks!

11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Wounded Warrior - Another Day In the Frontal Lobes of those
who "Masterminded" Wounded Warriors in a Era of 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEsorts, No
Gas Stations On Earth. Mecca covered in a Hurricane Sandstorm for hundreds of years and
Allah Bankrupted... homeless!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Another Day In the Frontal Lobes of those who "Masterminded"
the Rx Recipe Brainstorming at Los Alamos for "Total Recall" for everyone all 1.7 billion on
Facebook and even more on InventBook, grin. Eli Lilly's Experimental Alzheimer's Drug Fails
in Large Trial - New York Times - Scans that illustrate the differences in three brains: a person
who's brain is healthy, left, one with mild cognitive impairment, center, and one with
Alzheimer's disease. NY Times swindled us out of the brain scan of those who never forget, those
who have the ability for "Total Recalling" everything. This IP invention project was "swindled"
by the NY Times and Facebook.

11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Wounded Warrior “fake news” swindled the USA out of the
Ford ElectricWindmillEscort" Era - Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts would be on the front page
of the Key West Citizen not Wounded Warriors biking to Key West from Miami. This is the
"Mother" of all "Swindles" as Mom on thanksgiving day was Swindled by Warriors just back
from Baghdad. Wives will be murdered on Thanksgiving Day by a Wounded Warrior and the
NY Times and Facebook will censor this news on orders from our 1984 II Dictators!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Failure at the NY Times is Mary sucker punched in a 2000 gas
station hold up in Miami, 100 stitches. Life had pictures of Hemingway on the cover.
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Wounded Warrior “fake news” swindle USA wives their life
getting killed by Wounded Warriors coming home from "Fake Baghdad" War for $777 Trillion
in Texas oil revenues $$$.
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Wounded Warrior “fake news” swindled out of the NYC Parade
of Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts... for Wounded Warriors!

11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Failure at the NY Times is Mary sucker punched in a 2000 gas
station hold up in Miami, 100 stitches. Life had pictures of Hemingway on the cover.
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Wounded Warrior “fake news” swindle Donald Trump's
shocking Nov. 8 electoral victory, attention fell on the extent to which voter opinions could have
been shaped by an epidemic of “fake news” websites that masqueraded as legitimate media
outlets, Facebook and the New York Times are websites that swindled the "Thanks" to God for
this $777 Trillion dollars from the invention of the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort Era! Hillary
got women beaten and killed for driving a Ford in Saudi Arabia and the USA. No Head On
Collisions Technology was swindled by Wounded Warriors and their bike ride through Key
West Today, driving by fiery wrecks on Highway 1 without stopping to help the women driver
find the F35C laser guidances controls on her Ford Today. Thanksgiving Day. Navy's shocking
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Submarine when a Hospital Ship Carrier would have more cheers of
Thanks Docking in Key West on Thanksgiving Day. "Fake News" on Facebook is about the
Hospital Ship sunk by some Orwellian 1984 II Admiral as this "Hospital Ship" pictured on the

front page of the New York Times on Thanksgiving Day would be a shocking "Victory" for God
over Allah as Mecca has this Hospital Ships $777 Trillion dollars and Walter Reed MD's
working on Wounded Warriors in Mecca on Thanksgiving Day.
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Failure at the NY Times is Mary sucker punched in a 2000 gas
station hold up in Miami, 100 stitches. Life had pictures of Hemingway on the cover.

11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Betsy DeVos, Trump’s Education Pick, Has Steered Money
From Wounded Warriors, grin. She should have! Why didn't she? By KATE ZERNIKE Ms.
DeVos, knows about this scam swindle of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues that would pay to
make a University Education Mandatory and all students would drive a Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort with an iPhone 007 Dash Cam iCops and iTraffic Tickets. DeVos knows
about the MacBook Air Ride School Buses that are wifi ready and parked in the kids
neighborhood, open 24/7. DeVos sex education will fail a billion girls. Dr. DeVos MD like Dr.
Nancy Snyderman and Dr. Katrina MD with Trumps gray matter between her index finger and
thumb moving in a circle feeling the texture and thinking why such a powerful "Man" didn't
pick any one of these 3 MD women when Greg in Key West would Marry all 3 in a Legal
Polygamous Marriage! Rx Recipe for Birth Control in the Drinking Water is just one DNA
discovery DeVos lost for generations of girls. Trumps White House MD is steering a gas engine
Ford not a Gravity Engine Ford.
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; DeVos MD - Editorial for Thanksgiving Day by the NY Times!
"No Experience, No Problem" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD. Donald Trump and Mike Pence
met with Betsy DeVos last Saturday. The president-elect’s transition has drawn a crowd of job
seekers of varying ideological hues and experience levels! After the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort
Coup all Journalists at the NY Times will have a MD and Journalism Degree. Fast Tracking
1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year Era for Jimmy Carters Humanity that was scrammed out of so
many Peace Prizes and Nobel's in Medicine since Jimmy Carter was President Trump who sold
his soul for $777 Trillion in BP oil revenues. Note for women murdered by Robert Kennedy Jr.
and Teddy Kennedy drunk and driving. Jimmy Carter was bullied in 1980 and is still bullied in
2016. Banana Republics, Peanuts... Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines would be a invention
thriller written at the Hemingway House today if Jimmy Carter wrote "this" editorial in the
Thanksgiving Day NY Times! Greg and Wives will write the Editorial for the NY Times!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Thanks for the News about 2 Trillion Galaxies!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; 1980 in NYC... editors just don't want to write about the Apple
Starbucks Dinner with 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos, grin. Brain Dead editor! GEORGE
BLECHER. More Than Coffee: New York’s Vanishing Diner Culture" By GEORGE
BLECHER Metro Diner, at 100th Street and Broadway in Manhattan, opened in 1989. 9 Years
after the invention of the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort! With the number of restaurants
that call themselves diners and coffee shops dwindling in the city, a devotee wonders how New
Yorkers will get along without these antidotes to urban loneliness. Greg and Wives will rewrite
the Editorial for the NY Times Diner Culture as the iMacBook Pro's costing $8K at every Diner
Stool in NYC... Loneliness of living in the middle of 2 Trillion Galaxies alone... is Trumps
Failure of the NY Times Editors on Thanksgiving Day!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; Thanks for the News about 2 Trillion Galaxies!
11-24-2016 Thanksgiving Day; NY Times Failure to mention 2 Trillion Galaxies in the 2 nearest
Stars story for something to talk Brainstorm about, write the invention thriller today. Failure of
the Times - and the NY Times. This Thanksgiving, Be Thankful for Science We're not saying
you can't talk about politics on Thanksgiving. But here are some conversation starters about
science and medicine for your dinner table." By MICHAEL ROSTON If you prefer an
interstellar future, astronomers looking for planets in other solar systems found one that could
be inhabitable. It orbits Proxima Centauri, our nearest stellar neighbor — 4.2 light years away,

or only 25 trillion miles. Proxima b, as it’s known, is 1.3 times the size of Earth, and a year on
the planet lasts the equivalent of 11.2 days. And it could be as hot as Venus. You might want
think again about hugging your dog. Same goes with letting it lick your face. History of rabies
vaccination and working on putting the rabies vaccine in the Drinking water was not in Michel's
article, a failure of the NY Times I wish Trump would post on the internet as millions on
Thanksgiving day are in risk of rabies. Lions drinking water with Rx in it. Rx in the drinking
water that Bankrupts Bill and Melinda Gates mosquitos. So many failures at the NY Times
writing up what to talk about today. You're Fired Michael Roston! Not a dog person? We also
told you some interesting things this year about parrots, donkeys, goldfish and even cats. Like
the Science Times page on Facebook. Sign up for a Star Trek Era science times - Why, because
some little girl will let a dog lick her face today and get bit, Mom and Dad will take her to the
emergency room for stitches. Life had pictures of Hemingway on the cover.
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Mr. Trump said he was awed by $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Mr. Trump said he was awed by $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues!
11-23-2016 Then Mr. Trump said he was more awed by 2 Trillion Galaxies just discovered!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Last Thanksgiving Day 1.8 billion on Facebook would be on
InventBook today working 24/7 at the Apple-Starbucks on a iMacBook Pro with 1 click Amazon
links to Los Alamos over the Thanksgiving weekend instead of driving a gas engine car
hundreds of miles. Scam by our 1984 II Dictators who have Syphilis in their frontal lobes and
murder women with Stage 4 on Thanksgiving Day 2016. Christmas Day 2016 Rx Recipe Miracle
Cure for Stage 4 was killed by Biden along with his son!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Christmas Day 2016 Rx Recipe Miracle Cure for Stage 4 was
killed by Biden along with his son! You can hear Biden and Obama screaming at Greg and
wives in Key West, can you hear the million women with stage 4 who will die at the hands of
Biden next year?
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Moon Shot Hell, Greg and wives in Key West want all of Los
Alamos and every Rx Recipe world wide to crunch... Bill and Melinda Gates will be giving out
mosquito nets and wood burning stores to all of Africa with Obama and Biden when Greg and
Wives are on our iMacBook Pro's with 1 Click link to Los Alamos! Trump Apple-Starbucks will
be open 24/7 too!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Last Thanksgiving Day 1.8 billion on Facebook would be on
InventBook today working 24/7 at the Apple-Starbucks on a iMacBook Pro with 1 click Amazon
links to Los Alamos over the Thanksgiving weekend instead Joao Magueijo at Imperial College
London is watching the BBC - instead of having a iMacBook Pro at every Cafe in London open
24/7 tomorrow. This was killed by Queen Elizabeth for her Wounded Warriors program. And
Joao Magueijo at Imperial College London would never have been able to login to Los Alamos
without 1 Click Amazon links. In 1998, Joao Magueijo at Imperial College London, proposed
that the speed of light might vary, to solve what cosmologists call the horizon problem. This says
that the universe reached a uniform temperature long before heat-carrying photons, which
travel at the speed of light, had time to reach all corners of the universe. The implications could
be profound. Physicists have long known there is a mismatch in the way the universe operates
on its smallest scales and at its highest energies, and have sought a theory of quantum gravity to
unite them. If there is a good fit between Magueijo’s theory and observations, it could bridge
this gap, adding to our understanding of the universe’s first moments. “We have a model of the
universe that embraces the idea there must be new physics at some point,” (New London Grin!)
Magueijo says. “It’s complicated, obviously, but I think ultimately there will be a way of
informing quantum gravity from this kind of cosmology.” Yes the iMacBook Pro at every Cafe
Table in London with 1 click Amazon links to Los Alamos... 1998!

11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Mr. Trump said he was awed by $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Mr. Trump said he was awed by $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues!
11-23-2016 Then Mr. Trump said he was more awed by 2 Trillion Galaxies just discovered!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Trump Changes His Tune on Climate Change and Jailing
Hillary. The concept of Global Warming. Picture of Donald J. Trump in white shirt red tie on
Tuesday with Arthur Sulzberger Jr., "Pink" shirt red tie - the publisher of The New York
Times. Mr. Trump said he was awed by $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue since the 1980 invention of
the Ford ElectricWindmillEscort and all Hell will break out... "Riots" when this is published on
the front page of the NY Times. 9/11 Widows, some already know about this awe of $777
Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks. Awe of 2 Trillion Galaxies has been censored by Facebook in
China, ha.
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; As Thanksgiving gatherings near, a look at how the harsh
rhetoric and intense feelings of the campaign inevitably affect personal relationships in a 1984 II
Society.

11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; NY Times DAVID LEONHARDT "A Jolt of Blue-Collar Hope"
How to create better working-class jobs and fight the Great American Stagnation.
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; NY Times DAVID LEONHARDT "A Jolt of 2 trillion Volts from
Superconductive Wind Turbines on the reinvented Ford ElectricWindmillEscorts. iPod size
cans of H and O to carry in with groceries from Publix.
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; "A Jolt saving the lives of 19K women who will be murdered in
2017 with iPhone 007 Dash Cam's iCops iTraffic Tickets..."
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Mr. Trump said he was awed by $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Mr. Trump said he was awed by $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues!
11-23-2016 Then Mr. Trump said he was more awed by 2 Trillion Galaxies just discovered!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; On the issue of torture, Mr. Trump suggested he had changed his
mind but can't comment in public about women with Stage 4 living in constant torture and mad
as Hell about not using Los Alamos and all the world Rx Recipes there to find a Stage 4 Rx Cure
Recipe by Christmas Day 2016. Trump said James N. Mattis, a retired Marine Corps general,
who headed the United States Central Command... said the Pentagon wanted to play "War
Games" not cure Stage 4 breast cancer. The "Cancer War" is not on the front page of the New
York Times today for a very good reason - Generals want to play "War Games" not "War On
Cancer" from the Vietnam Era front pages of the NY Times.

11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Fierce Muslim Generals in Pakistan will Nuke Paris agreements
to marry Allah in a gay wedding made legal by the 1984 II Dictators... Fierce Muslim Generals
in Pakistan will Nuke Paris! In this "War Game" the Generals in Pakistan believe in 72 virgins
the Pentagon Generals don't believe in Hell for 4 trillion years. Both have $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues for their "War Games".
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Mr. Trump did not dispute reports that he had used a meeting
last week with Nigel Farage, the U.K. Independence Party leader, to raise his opposition to
offshore wind farms. Mr. Trump has long complained that wind farms would mar the view from
his golf course in Aberdeenshire, Scotland.
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Trump and his General know a CIA Coup Op for No Gas
Stations On Earth will leave Mecca cover in a sand storm hurricane bankrupt for centuries,
thousands of years.
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Mr. Trump rejected the idea... of No Gas Stations On Earth Op.

11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Trump repeated his line from the campaign that fighting the war
in Iraq was “one of the great mistakes in the history of our country,” Biden wanted the glory of
war for his son Beau. So he sent him off to war in Baghdad to die! Glory of War and Wounded
Warriors, get a purple heart license plate. Biden killed his own son for the Glory of war in Iraq
when the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort would have save making all these licence plates for
Purple Hearts, a scam by Biden!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Carters Nobel can't be taken back but Purple Heart License
plates will not be on any Ford ElectricWindmillEscort.... or Gravity Engine Fords. As they were
All a scam by Biden for the Glory of War!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; license plates for Wives killed by troops coming home from
Baghdad will be the License plate most women pick for their Ford ElectricWindillEscort.

11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; iPhone 007 Dash Cam iCop iMDCop was killed by Obama and
OJ - After Obama; Will Trump pardon Obama or send him to Jail? Back to Jail for 25 million
Blacks. Start with Cosby, grin. Jail Likely to Come... for 25 million blacks. Mr. Obama is on
pace to be the first president since Lyndon B. Johnson to leave office with a federal prison
population smaller than the one he inherited. Yale Harvard Dr. OJ MD's at Leavenworth will
outnumber the common criminals. School Bus Leaves Chattanooga Dazed without a iPhone 007
Dash Cam to view. 6 dead kids in Chattanooga 60K world wide in School Bus wrecks with no
iPhone 007 dash cam iCops... to prevent all these head on collisions. No Gas Stations On Earth
Era spin off will be No Head On Collisions On Earth. This technology is decades old and
censored on Facebook by Mark. 1984 II Dictators didn't want the MacBook Air Ride School Bus
or NYC Subway Cars either... Trump will win by making the NYC Subway free!
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; More News in the NY Times about MD's! Censored out are all
the 1 million kids who Walked the Duval Walk in Key West, some Doctors kids who had their

DNA sequence burned by Black Clouds of Diesel Exhaust... Op-Ed Contributor "When Doctors
First Do Harm" By M. GREGG BLOCHE Doctors not only monitored torture by C.I.A.
operatives, they helped design it. They should not lose their ethical moorings again. Dr. OJ MD
fresh from Yale and Harvard Med schools got a job here, grin. There are no Ethical Moorings
in a CIA with $777 Trillion in BP Oil money and extra money from SWF's Sex Slaves pimped by
Bush to King Salman in Mecca.
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; iPhone 007 Dash Cam's were killed long before this murder Right-Wing Extremist Is Convicted of Murdering U.K. Lawmaker" By SEWELL CHAN
Thomas Mair, 53, was sentenced to life without the possibility of parole for killing Jo Cox, a
popular British lawmaker, a week before the “Brexit” referendum.

11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Facebook Said to Create Censorship Tool to Get Back Into
China. By MIKE ISAAC The social network, blocked in China since 2009, has developed
software to keep posts from appearing with InventBook and Rx Recipe Cure for Stage 4. And
OJ murder stats.
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Several GE Nuclear Power Plants in Japan will explode all at
once, there is no question of this happening, its just when! New Quake Tests Resilience, and
Faith, in Japan’s Nuclear Plants - No Gas Stations On Earth Coup 10 years ago... was rejected
by Yoko Ono...

11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve; Paris Elite know about iPhone 007 Dash Cam's and iCops
watching you drive... in cops and robbers cars... all cars must have a iPhone 007 Dash Cam so
Paris Elite are going to put up more cameras watching traffic drive by them... Prime Minister
Manuel Valls ha. The A1 highway, which connects Paris to the Charles de Gaulle and Le
Bourget airports, is notorious for these kinds of robberies, especially in a tunnel near the city’s
entrance where assailants take advantage of slow traffic to target luxury cars that appear to be
carrying foreign visitors, Mr. Poignant said. In 2014, the convoy of a Saudi prince was traveling
to Le Bourget when masked gunmen hijacked the lead car and made off with about $335,000 in
cash, and in 2015 an art collector from Taiwan traveling by taxi was robbed of jewels worth
several million dollars in the tunnel. This month, Prime Minister Manuel Valls announced a
government plan to spend about €10 million euros to deploy video surveillance cameras and
other security measures near museums, monuments, hotels and other tourist-heavy areas in the
Paris region, including the A1 highway. PARIS — Two well-heeled Qatari sisters arrived on
Monday night with their family by private jet at Le Bourget airport, north of Paris, where they
were met by a chauffeur-driven Bentley waiting to take them to their pied-à-terre in the French
capital. Soon after the two sisters, ages 60 and 61, and their driver set out on the A1 highway
toward Paris, the car in front of them — a black Peugeot 406 with tinted windows — slammed
on its brakes and forced the Bentley off the highway. It was a holdup! What is the hold up who...
in our 1984 II Society is holding up the iPhone 007 Dash Cam and the iCops... iTraffic tickets
emails to the driver, grin! Robbers black Peugeot 406 with iPhone 007 Dash Cam would put a
stop to this and the killing of 10K French women murdered in 2016. Will some elite mad man in
our 1984 II society save the lives of 10K women who will be murdered in Paris if he does not
make mandatory iPhone 007 Dash Cams and iCops... Hell No.

11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve;
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve;
11-23-2016 Thanksgiving Eve;

11-23-2016 Monday; The Upper West Side is resistant to modern technology!.
11-23-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, "The reality proves less
straightforward." Star Trek Thanksgiving TV show, brainstorm 1,001 IP invention projects and
log on to Los Alamos and Hemingway House in Key West to the Writing Class iapps to write the
invention thriller Novel finished by midnight Thanksgiving!
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about politics at the Thanksgiving dinner table...
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Last Thanksgiving Day 1.8 billion on Facebook would be on InventBook
today at the NY Times + Trump Starbucks with Apple-Starbucks open 24/7. iMacBook Pro's at
every Cafe table in Paris and Starbucks World wide on Thanksgiving Day 2016 for work by
Facebooks - InventBook not Facebook; 1.7 billion people to get a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 by
Christmas Day 2016.
11-22-2016 Thanksgiving Day I spent at the Hemingway House! In Key West, Writing Class
iapps to write the invention thriller Novel finished by midnight Thanksgiving Day!
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, NY Times Starbucks should be open
24/7 over Thanksgiving weekend in the last 100 Editorials from the Editors at the NY Times as
the #1 IP invention project would be getting the Rx Recipe Overnight Miracle cure for Stage 4
by Christmas Day 2016. The Editors at the Times like their 9/11 Widows editorials were against
this Stage 4 Rx Recipe by Christmas Day 2016 - Is the MacBook Pro good enough for real
inventing the Rx Recipe for a Stage 4 Cure with 1 Click links to Los Alamos. Your have to read
the NY Time Editors comments on this. This Thanksgiving the Starbucks at the NY Times will
be closed and there will not be a crowd of people cheering the Drone strike for a Rx Recipe for
Stage 4. Times editors will write of the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub drone strike and its Cheers
on Thanksgiving Day. NY Times Insiders; Apple's redesigned MacBook Pro has been
surrounded by controversy since it was first announced a few weeks ago! Times editors have not
announced the Apple-Starbucks 24/7 iMacBook Pro's at every Cafe table in Paris and Starbucks
World wide on Thanksgiving Day 2016 for work by Facebooks 1.7 billion people to get a Rx
Recipe for Stage 4 by Christmas Day 2016. $10 Trillion from the sale of the USS Jimmy Carter
Sub would have paid for this Miracle Rx Recipe.
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about politics at the Thanksgiving dinner table...
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society when the FBI has read the 1990 Los
Alamos secret file on Mr. Buell and his "Wind Car". What the Hell is going on in this 1984 II
Society for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues... Thanksgiving "Giving" in the USA has been moved
to Mecca this year by our 1984 II Dictators $$$. King Salman gave everyone in Mecca a Ford
made in Mexico for Thanksgiving.
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about politics at the Thanksgiving dinner table...
11-22-2016 Tuesday; New York Times - When should you leave for your Thanksgiving drive in

order to avoid getting stuck in traffic with the tens of millions of people on the road? NY Times
Starbucks should be open 24/7 over Thanksgiving weekend with iMacBook Pro's at every Cafe
Table with 1 Click links to Los Alamos for the 10 million working driving... for a Stage 4 Rx
Recipe cure by Christmas Day 2016. NY Times sold 10 million on driving not driving to invent a
Rx Recipe. Read this NY Times article on driving a gas engine car on Thanksgiving - "When to
Leave on Your Thanksgiving Drive - general trend is that you’ll hit less traffic if you can leave
on Sunday and return on Friday, while the slowest commutes are for those departing on
Wednesday and returning on Saturday." By JUSTIN SABLICH Justin is a war criminal and
this is a hate crime against women with Stage 4 on Thanksgiving Day as Justin could have told
10 million to drive to Starbucks to drive a Rx Recipe to cure Stage 4. Justin also have her
syphilis... grin!

11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about politics at the Thanksgiving dinner table...
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, New York Times - Trump heads to
Florida! Key West, Greg + Wives!! Editors and reporters at The New York Times, a frequent
target of his criticism for "1984" War Crimes and their mass murder on 9/11 not driving the
Ford ElectricWindillEscort decade before 9/11... and 9/11 II with the Gravity Engine head for
Hell in a New Universe of 2 Trillion galaxies and half will burn for 4 trillion years...
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, New York Times - Editors at the NY
write OPEC should allow Iraq to continue raising output with no restrictions, Foreign Minister
Ibrahim al-Jafari told reporters at the NY Times this agreement is part of their $777 Trillion in
kickbacks and bribes, government perks!
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, secretive Trust at OPEC and the NY
Times Editors paid off in 100 Editorials against letting the 9/11 Widow sue Saudi Arabia! Even
more secretive is King Salman, Prince Salman knew about 9/11 and paid for it! FBI doesn't ask
for these emails on the front page because they already read them. FBI read the 1990 Los
Alamos secret file on Mr. Buell and his "Wind Car". What the Hell is going on in this 1984 II
Society for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues???

11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about politics at the Thanksgiving dinner table...
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, Weapons of Mass Destruction the
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Submarine and Stage 4.
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, New York Times today writes "Many
Insured Children Lack Essential Health Care, Study Finds" then the Times censors out the
Airport scan of all the kids eyes for health problems and all the kids DNA with burned
sequences from Black Clouds of Clean Diesel on Duval Key West. New York Times lacks
Essential caring for 5 billion people - 1.8 billion Facebook people!
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, Hubble II was Nuked by the USS
Jimmy Carter Submarine! After 20 years with a budget of $8.7 billion, the Hubble II telescope is
on track and on budget to be launched in October 2018 and sent a million miles from Earth,
NASA says. NASA knows why and who in the Navy nuked this Hubble II and built the USS
Jimmy Carter Submarine for $10 Trillion. $10 Trillion will be spent on the Hubble II Space

Telescope Train as rework will need to be done... the Hubble II will die in space if it needs a
heart transplant. Jimmy Carter would have gotten a "Cheney" heart transplant if he needed
one too. $10 trillion for Heart Transplants would have been a better purchase than the USS
Jimmy Carter Submarine too!

11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, When to Leave on Your Thanksgiving
Drive - general trend is that you’ll hit less traffic if you can leave on Sunday and return on
Friday, while the slowest commutes are for those departing on Wednesday and returning on
Saturday. By JUSTIN SABLICH
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, 1.8 billion working at Starbucks on 1
Click Amazon line to Los Alamos Rx Recipes but none from... Alghero Journal A street in
Alghero, a port city in Sardinia. The traditional insularity of Alghero has helped to preserve
Catalan, but the language is fading even here. Italy’s Last Bastion of Catalan Language
Struggles to Keep It Alive" By RAPHAEL MINDER The lingering use of Catalan in Alghero,
Italy, is a reminder of how Mediterranean cultures have blended for centuries. But the language
is fading there today... Fading Hell the iMacBook Pro at every Cafe table in Italy was killed in
cold blood by Mad Men writing we want them to speak Catalan Language Struggles to Keep It
Alive... to Hell with keeping alive women with Stage 4.

11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, By THE NEW YORK TIMES
"JPMorgan paid its C.E.O. $27 million in 2015. In another Wall Street universe, the hedge fund
manager Ken Griffin made $1.7 billion." In the "Real World" Universe BP Oil took $777
Trillion dollars. Baghdad has taken in $1 Trillion dollars a month in 2016. Justice Department
may have a difficult time when this is the Editorial of the New New York Times$. Citigroup,
Bank of America and Wells Fargo each moved up a notch in the annual risk rankings of banks
deemed to be globally important... in Keeping Secret $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues in our 1984
II Society.
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, "Microsoft Spends Big to Build a
Computer Out of Science Fiction" By JOHN MARKOFF The computer giant says it’s ready to
start planning a prototype quantum computer, a superpowerful device that relies on subatomic
particles instead of transistors. Los Alamos is not SF but is up and running building new
H-Bombs because our 1984 II Dictators will not let them crunch Rx Recipes for Stage 4.
Brainstorming Rx Recipes relies on subatomic particles, spin and what is generated by this spin
at -254 C and 4,500 F. Microsoft news in the Times of a prototype quantum computer should
have been canceled like Trumps 6 am meeting today with the Times. Subatomic particles
dissected by Los Alamos will give us the G-Bomb - Gravity Bomb which will be more powerful
than the H-Bombs on the assembly line today. So how do we get Microsoft to spend big on the
Gravity Bombs? Gravity has been science fiction to Obama and Bill Gates the last 8 years.
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, Gravity of Stage 4 prototype Rx
Recipe news from Microsoft today... Hell No We Won't Go! "The election of Donald J. Trump,
the rise of Bernie Sanders, and the momentum behind Brexit and ISIS all show the newly global
gravity of social media." By PUI-WING TAM Pui writes up Gravity as social not a IP invention
project at Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos to crunch it. Pui was paid to
write this false story on social gravity. Well a non invention projects story about Gravity!

11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about politics at the Thanksgiving dinner table...
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Caller ID... Guards her life looking up his cell phone numbers! "Daily
Report: Time to Guard Your Cellphone Number" By JIM KERSTETTER Jim has syphilis and
his cell phone numbers when he calls her this should show up on her caller ID. This technology
was not made Headlines today by Microsoft.
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about a "Cheney" heart transplant caused by "Turkeys"
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about... "But as a scientifically trained journalist... Personal Health
By JANE E. BRODY" I feel obliged to help others make rational decisions about which, if any,
dietary supplements may be worth their hard-earned dollars. I’ll start with the bottom line on
the most popular of these, the daily multivitamin/mineral combo: If you are a healthy adult with
no known nutritional deficiencies, save your money.
11-22-2016 Tuesday; Talk about... "But as a scientifically trained journalist... Personal Health
By JANE E. BRODY" I feel obliged to help others immune system Rx Drugs like Jimmy Carter
got to fight his brain cancer should be the next daily multivitamin/mineral combo: and would be
today if the Editors at the NY Times would have written this editorial last Thanksgiving Day.
11-21-2016 Monday; Apple is resistant to modern technology and before Greg and Wives invent
a way for Verizon Cell Signals to become the next invention to replace all wifi signals world
wide!! Apple killed making them wifi routers... how did they know this Verizon Cell signal will
be reinvented to replace wifi? Grin! "Apple is killing its line of wifi routers" Business Insider Apple has disbanded the division within the company that develops its wireless routers,
Bloomberg reported on Monday. The engineers who formerly worked on the AirPort Extreme,
Airport Express, and AirPort Time Capsule have been moved to old technology like GE wind
turbines!
11-21-2016 Monday; Gravity - “It’s a comfortable environment,” Trump reads secret and top
secret articles about Gravity!! Not posting these and other secret inventions to Facebook or
InventBook.
11-21-2016 Monday; High in Tower, Trump Reads, Tweets and Plans. As Donald J. Trump goes
about his routine — schmoozing, tweeting, rewarding loyalty, fomenting infighting — it doesn’t
appear the gravity of the presidency is changing his reality - 2 Trillion Galaxies weight is also in
the secret and top secret files on Graivty.
11-21-2016 Monday; Super Gravity of a Neutron Star that Orwellianism of Gas Exhaust Nasty
Rich Men seeks to dissect Gravity in secret...

11-21-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, "The reality proves less
straightforward." Dash Picture on the front page of today's NY Times... killers in a drive by
shooting in the Bronx on Thanksgiving Day on Christmas Day! Masterminds of this 1984 II
Society are BP Oil men... Nasty Men far worst than Nasty Women, grin!
11-21-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, Era of Gas Exhaust in the Air. "The
reality proves less straightforward." Dash Picture on the front page of today's NY Times does
not have any iPhone 007 plus dash cam's... this is what's not straightforward by George Orwell
the guy who took the picture of the dash and posted it on the front page of today's NY Times.

11-21-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, Era of Gas Exhaust in the Air. "The
reality proves less straightforward." Even with Facebook in the News for Fake Stories!
InventBook is censored, not even mentioned on Facebook!
11-21-2016 Monday; Trump will make America great again, Trump can't bring back the Dead!
17,775 in traffic wrecks so far in 2016 but can save the 17K in the first 6 months of 2017 with
iPhone 007 plus dash cam's...

11-21-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, Era of Gas Exhaust in the Air. "The
reality proves less straightforward." A picture of Allah and Mecca covered in sand in a sand
storm hurricane with the caption on the picture "Top Quark physics led to the gravity engine
invention!" by Greg and wives in Key West.
11-21-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, Era of Gas Exhaust in the Air. "The
reality proves less straightforward." Dash Picture on the front page of today's NY Times does
not have any iPhone 007 plus dash cam's... this is what's not straightforward by George Orwell
the guy who took the picture of the dash and posted it on the front page.
11-21-2016 Monday; Dash picture is in the car of the... "Killers on a Shoestring: Inside the
Gangs of El Salvador" By ÓSCAR MARTÍNEZ, EFREN LEMUS, CARLOS MARTÍNEZ and
DEBORAH SONTAG - Ironic as NY Times are the Trillion dollar rich killers of 17K in Traffic!
Killers with $777 Trillion in BP Oil revenues. I will post a picture of my liking for this front page
(Rich Killers with $777 Trillion) for some future NY Times after the No Gas Stations on Earth
CIA Coup Op is successful - maybe a picture of Allah and Mecca covered in sand in a sand
storm hurricane with the caption on the picture Top Quark physics led to the gravity engine
invention! by Greg and wives in Key West.
11-21-2016 Monday; Is Apple holding back Verizon iPhone speeds? “iPhone 7 Plus Dash Cam's
iCops; MD Cops;
11-21-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, "The reality proves less
straightforward." for Tim Cook's terrible diseases..infighting at Apple, who gave who syphilis
first.

11-21-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, "The reality proves less
straightforward." Whooping Cough on Facebook in China and kids left in hot cars to die last
summer can be called mass murder by Mark and his Chinese Wife. Yale History will compare
their stats to Chairman Mao's. This will make the front page of the NY Times after Allah and
Mecca are buried in a Sand Storm Hurricane deep as Longs Peak. Gravity Engine Ford's driven
by rich Americans will be taking pictures of the Mecca ruins!
11-21-2016 Monday; Thanksgiving in our 1984 II Society, "The reality proves less
straightforward." Facebook's fake news is holding back on terrible diseases; Syphilis, MS, and
Stage 4 Rx Recipe. Facebook, Apple, Verizon ads promoting a Rx Recipe crunched at Los
Alamos has been killed by our Elite Masterminds who put Zeka in the headlines every day,
why?
11-21-2016 Monday; "The reality proved less straightforward." Ford ElectricWindmillEscort's

“iPhone 7 Plus Dash Cam's iCops; MD Cops; Persuading Ford Motor to arrest Hillary, Obama,
OJ, Thugs like Christie world wide as they all need “iPhone 7 Plus Dash Cam's iCops; MD
Cops; this is about as straightforward as our 1984 II Society can vision from Crime Headlines
that Facebook censors out all the bloody crime scenes in China for his wife.

11-21-2016 Monday; Judging from a couple of Twitter messages by President-elect Donald J.
Trump, he had scored a hard-won victory for American auto workers by persuading Ford
Motor to keep a Lincoln plant in Louisville, Ky., rather than move it to Mexico. "The reality
proved less straightforward." Ford Move, Cited as Victory by Trump, Has No Effect on U.S.
Jobs" By NEAL E. BOUDETTE New York Times. Neal is not straightforward as Ford has a
effect on statistics of 17K killed in traffic and 19K SWF's murdered in 2016 by OJ clones.
“iPhone 7 Plus Dash Cam's iCops; MD Cops; will save the lives of 99% of those who will die if
Ford moves to Mexico... if Ford moves to the ElectricWindmillEscort and the Gravity Engine
Era - linked to the Rx Recipe's at Los Alamos to cure the 10 terrible diseases Tim Cook at Apple
spreads to 4,500 hourly workers at Apple. Lets not forget SWF's sex slaves in Saudi Arabia are
transported from Prince to Prince in Ford's.
11-21-2016 Monday; Lets not forget SWF's sex slaves in Saudi Arabia are transported from
Prince to Prince in Ford's.
11-21-2016 Monday; The factory employs 4,500 hourly workers and is operating on three shifts,
producing vehicles almost around the clock. In the first 10 months of this year, the plant made
nearly 300,000 Ford Escapes and just over 37,000 Lincoln MKCs. In the auto industry, plants
are considered to be operating at 100 percent capacity if they are running two shifts a day. Most
typically produce 200,000 to 250,000 vehicles a year
11-21-2016 Monday; Los Alamos does not employ 4,500 hourly workers... only scientists making
what the Ford CEO makes, Working 3 shifts at Los Alamos crunching Rx Recipes for Stage 4...

11-21-2016 Monday; Gravity - “It’s a comfortable environment,” Trump reads secret and top
secret articles about Gravity!!
11-21-2016 Monday; High in Tower, Trump Reads, Tweets and Plans. As Donald J. Trump goes
about his routine — schmoozing, tweeting, rewarding loyalty, fomenting infighting — it doesn’t
appear the gravity of the presidency is changing his reality - 2 Trillion Galaxies weight is also in
the secret and top secret files on Graivty.
11-21-2016 Monday; Super Gravity of a Neutron Star that Orwellianism of Gas Exhaust Nasty
Rich Men seeks to dissect Gravity in secret...
11-21-2016 Monday; Gravity of our Nearest star, Proxima Centauri a “flare star”, meaning that
convection processes within the star’s body make it prone to random and dramatic changes in
brightness. The convection processes not only trigger brilliant bursts of starlight but, combined
with other factors, mean that Proxima Centauri is in for a very long life. Astronomers predict
that this star will remain middle-aged — or a “main sequence” star in astronomical terms — for
another four trillion years, some 300 times the age of the current Universe.
11-21-2016 Monday; Combined with other factors - Gravity in the star, all this is in the secret
files Trump is reading up on today...

11-21-2016 Monday; Rx Recipes for Stage for in case Trump gets 4 wives in making Polygamy
Legal on 1-20-2017 grin. - “It’s a comfortable environment,” Four Wives at Trump Tower. He
reads secret and top secret articles about making Legal in the USA polygamous Marriage!!!!
Trumps wedding gifts would have to be Rx Recipe's to cure stage 4 and Syphilis, STD's, HIV,
MS, Hepatitis. All put in the drinking water so Bill and Melinda Gates can be written off the
White House Guest list, ha! Apple to write the code for the iPhone 007 caller ID that tell her if
the caller has drug and alcohol addictions - smoking, AIDS, Syphilis, STD's, MS virus... OJ
Clones! Apple knows this but is resistant to modern technology!.
11-21-2016 Monday; The Old Ways Are Sometimes the Only Ways "A farmer’s market
transaction on the Upper West Side is resistant to modern technology." Metropolitan Diary By
KATRINA ALLWIN Dear Diary, On a crisp, sunny, fall Saturday morning, I ventured out to a
farmer’s market on the Upper West Side. While I was buying apple cider, a fellow shopper
listening to music took an earbud from one ear, grabbed an apple and shouted to the man
behind the stand: “Do you take Apple Pay?” The man behind the stand looked at him, and the
eager shopper repeated, “Can I pay with my Apple …do you take Apple Pay?” “The only apple
pay I take,” the man replied, “is you pay cash and then take apple.”
11-21-2016 Monday; The Upper West Side is resistant to modern technology!.

11-21-2016 Monday; iPhone 7 Plus Dash Cam's iCops; MD Cops;
11-21-2016 Monday; iPhone 7 Plus Dash Cam's iCops; MD Cops; iCops ride along with you as
you drive your Ford.
11-21-2016 Monday; MD Cops; are in the Doctors Office as you are diagnosed, given a Rx.
11-21-2016 Monday; Apple Pay scan is the only technology that is promoted by Apple and the
NY Times, Facebook but it would be on InventBook if InventBook was not censored by our
Super Gravity Neutron Star Orwellianism!
11-21-2016 Monday; Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says it's a “crazy idea” to... Have
Airport screening - of eye - eye disease in children and aging populations. “The only apple pay I
take,” the man Mark replied, “is you pay cash and then take apple.”
11-21-2016 Monday; The Upper West Side is resistant to modern technology!.
11-21-2016 Monday; Donald Trump confirms that wife Melania and son Barron will stay in New
York after the presidential inauguration... at the modern Trump Tower!

11-21-2016 Monday; Orwellianism is resistant to $777 Trillion in BP Oil revenues $$$
11-21-2016 Monday; Tim Cook at Apple to write the code for the iPhone 007 caller ID that tell
her if the caller has drug and alcohol addictions - smoking, AIDS, Syphilis, STD's, MS virus...
OJ Clones! Apple knows this but is resistant to modern technology!.
11-21-2016 Monday; The Upper West Side is resistant to modern technology!.

11-21-2016 Monday; Apple is resistant to modern technology and before Greg and Wives invent
a way for Verizon Cell Signals to become the next invention replace all wifi signals world wide!!
Apple killed making them wifi routers... how did they know this Verizon Cell signal will be
reinvented to replace wifi? Grin! "Apple is killing its line of wifi routers" Business Insider Apple has disbanded the division within the company that develops its wireless routers,
Bloomberg reported on Monday. The engineers who formerly worked on the AirPort Extreme,
Airport Express, and AirPort Time Capsule have been moved to old technology like GE wind
turbines!

11-20-2016 Sunday; Apple has a $237 billion war chest... The Wreckage of 50K burnt out cop
cars and SUV's all could of had iPhone 007 Dash Cam's, iTraffic Tickets in their emails, F35C
laser guidance that cost more than the Ford, grin. Highway deaths jumped 10.4 percent, to
17,775. Apple's war chest jumped to $237 billion $$$.
11-20-2016 Sunday; Trump will make America great again, Trump can't bring back the Dead!
17,775 plus iPhone 007 Plus!!
11-20-2016 Sunday; In the first six months of 2016, highway deaths jumped 10.4 percent, to
17,775. Wounded Warriors the last 8 years. Stage 4 the last 8 Years of Obama. By NEAL E.
BOUDETTE Sunday NY Times!! A invention thriller; Coup's! CIA Op's! Nobel Peace Prize
MacBook Pro writing class Novel at the Hemingway House Key West!
11-20-2016 Sunday; Trump will make America great again by building 50K Ford
ElectricWindmillEscorts, then 50K Ford's with the Gravity Engine... Wreckage of Allah, Mecca,
buried in the sand storm's of climate change!
11-20-2016 Sunday; Last 8 years Jodi was in the Corner Office overlooking 8 years of death's of
Stage 4 women. Jodi Goldstein, managing director of the Harvard Innovation Labs. Jodi
Goldstein of Harvard Innovation Labs: Humility Is the Mother of Invention" By ADAM
BRYANT. - Ms. Goldstein, managing director of the Harvard Innovation Labs, says
entrepreneurs should be confident enough to ask for help instead of just faking it. Last 8 years
Jodi was in the Corner Office overlooking 8 years of death's of Stage 4 women at Harvard. MD
Cops; will they arrest Kerry's Rich wife too? Wrongful Death Lawsuits will keep Yale and
Harvard Law Schools open for a few years after a Stage 4 Rx Recipe overnight miracle cure on
Christmas Day 2016!
11-20-2016 Sunday; Wreckage of Stage 4 the last 8 years! Nasty women's heroes Hillary and Dr.
Susan Love. Dr. Susan Love just put a needle into their nipple to shut them up! Really this is Dr.
Love's cure for Stage 4, this is why they all died the last 8 years. MD Cops; Top Cop will be Dr.
Nancy Snyderman as Oppenheimer II building the BC-Bomb at Los Alamos - Breast Cancer Rx
Recipe! Not a needle into her nipple, arrest Dr. Love!

11-20-2016 Sunday; 50K Ford's with the Gravity Engine... "A Bleak Outlook for Trump’s
Promises to Coal Miners" is an example of a fake story in the NY Times! By CLIFFORD
KRAUSS and MICHAEL CORKERY - Cliff and Mike know about the gravity engine Ford's
Trump will give the Coal Miners! The president-elect promised jobs, but market forces,

automation and pollution concerns may block coal’s comeback. Of course our 1984 II Dictators
burned trillions and trillions of DNA strands in kids on the Duval Walk in Key West, they
finally got caught in the winds of time!

11-20-2016 Sunday; Opinion "The Wreckage of Obama’s Legacy 10,000, 20,0000, 50K burnt out
cop cars and SUV's all the worlds leaders drove by without helping to stop - 100's of gasoline
fuel tankers exploded in northern Mozambique... No Gas Station On Earth Coup Op! CIA
politics failed to catch fire!!" Robert Redford's "Spy Game II" with Angelina's ex-grin.
Angelina Jolie has made her first public appearance since she filed for divorce from Brad Pitt in
September. In a recorded video message for the International Criminal Court, the 41-year-old
actress spoke out this week in support of our 1984 II Society, its Dictators! By JULIAN E.
ZELIZER "Spy Game II" at the Key West Film Festival in a Star Trek - Star Wars Era Society.
His major Wreckage burned out MD's in the internet news every day the last 8 years. Major
MD as most MD's are Majors and they were just given the orders to put to death MS women.
Facebook's false stories, what's fake is MS Wreckage was caused by OJ clones spreading the
worlds most terrible virus MS when Bill and Melinda Gates are swatting mosquitoes! Yes this is
a fake story in the NY Times today on the virus Microsoft gives everyone so they can make $237
Billion in profits the last 8 years. Everyone in this 1984 II society already knows Bill and
Melinda infected their computer with a virus to make a few extra $ billion dollars!

11-20-2016 Sunday; $237 billion war chest at Apple HQ.
11-20-2016 Sunday; $238 billion war chest at Comcast HQ.
11-20-2016 Sunday; $239 billion war chest at AT&T HQ.
11-20-2016 Sunday; $777 trillion war chest at BP Oil HQ.

11-20-2016 Sunday; $777 trillion for IP invention projects - Hemingway House writing class and
the iNovel Writing Class will be finished by midnight with a Noble Novel. Read how this First
Contact with Jewish Aliens was invented, a invention thriller! Stage 4 thriller for Dr. Susan
Love's million women army waiting and dying the last 8 years, long March of Mao with all the
women having Stage 4. Mark's Facebooks Wife sold her soul by letting all these stage 4 women
die the last 8 years - Muslim women pictured on the front page of the Sunday NY Times Today
with duct tape over their mouth - Daniel Acker for The New York Times. Dan put the duct tape
over their mouth and took the picture! Mark at Facebook did this to his Elite Chinese wife's at
Facebook HQ for mentioning Stage 4 the last 8 years. Dr. Susan Love just put a needle into their
nipple to shut them up! Really this is Dr. Love's cure for Stage 4, this is why they all died the last
8 years. MD Cops; iPhone Doctor Cam in the exam room... and I was going to change my name
to Greg LoveStar (Travel). Now that we have 2 Trillion Galaxies this is a Game Changer in the
Pentagons $777 Trillion dollar War Chest. You would think NASA would be smart enough to
give them a war virus that scam's them out of their $777 Trillion at a call center in Delhi. Grin
$$.

11-20-2016 Sunday; Apple should buy Snap Business Insider - Apple CEO Tim Cook has said
several times in the last year that his company is willing to look at and consider billion-dollar
acquisitions with its $237 billion war chest.
11-20-2016 Sunday; Titanium Steel Mill is what Apple should buy - build. Steel Mill that can
melt down the fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Carriers and Submarines when the No Gas Stations
on Earth is Successful. Recipe calls for a little Titanium, and Rome is built in a Day to last more
than a thousand years and yes Wells Fargo will sell you a thousand year mortgage, grin;

11-20-2016 Sunday; Fake story in the NY Times about Iran + Saudi Arabia; both homeless
without any of the $777 Trillion in future oil money they have today - "How Saudi Arabia and
Iran Tore Apart the Middle East" By MAX FISHER The history of the two nations’ rivalry,
including the Sunni-Shiite sectarianism both sides have cultivated, points to a future of civil
wars, scholars warn. $777 Trillion Max Fisher left out of these future civil wars! MD Cops; will
arrest Mark Fisher for syphilis - spreading the disease of false stories in Sunday NY Times
Today!
11-20-2016 Sunday; Editorial for Sunday is... "Facebook and the Digital Virus Called Fake
News" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD at the NY Times!! Mark Zuckerberg, the founder and
chief executive of Facebook, has dismissed the notion that fake news is prevalent on his platform
or that it had an influence on the Stage 4 Deaths the last 8 years in the USA and China putting
duct tape over his Chinese Bride's mouth, grin! MD Cops; will arrest Mark and Robert
Kennedy Jr. for mass murder and the murder of Mary Kennedy. Caroline Kennedy in Tokyo
will cheer this drone strike!! Zika news the last 8 years every day... news on Facebook, it
reached 1.8 billion people globally every day several times a day, Zika not Stage 4 Rx Recipe's
crunched at Los Alamos. Mr. Zuckerberg himself has spoken at length about how social media
can help improve society. In a 2012 letter to investors, he said it could “bring a more honest and
transparent dialogue around government that could lead to more direct empowerment of
people, more accountability for officials and better solutions to some of the biggest problems of
our time.” Stage 4 Mark not Zika... MD Cops women with Stage 4; will shoot Mark in the back
as he tries to flee to China... this is how the NY Times ended this editorial and there was some
blacked out text about Christie the thug the Times use to hire now and then... to beat up Dr.
Nancy Snyderman for MSNBC Today Show. More in the Sunday Times on MSNBC... "MSNBC
Host Left TV Battles Behind to Fight Poverty Instead" By ABBY ELLIN Another Thug hired
by Bill and Melinda Gates to beat up Dr. Nancy Snyderman as she is writing the invention
thriller about how she put vaccines in the drinking water. Yes Malaria vaccine in the drinking
water. Just Greg writing this sends Bill Gates into a rage! He will call another thug to beat up
Dr. Nancy Snyderman at Nobel's Lab today.

11-20-2016 Sunday; Another fake story in the NY Times today. What is fake, censored out is
coughing on Oreo's at Publix leaves the Norwalk virus for a few days, the whooping cough virus,
well they censored this from ATM's. "Your A.T.M. Is Covered in Microbes, but Mostly

Harmless" To researchers, automated teller machines are like miniature laboratories where
they can study the DNA of a city. By NICHOLAS ST. FLEUR MD Cops; are typing up a arrest
warrant for Nick at the Times right now! Your A.T.M. Is Covered in Microbes, but Mostly
Harmless is a false story I made visible to you 1984 II Observers who read this!
11-20-2016 Sunday; Wounded Warriors the last 8 years were all masterminded by Obama and
the VA. As none would have gone off to Wars in Baghdad if No Gas Stations On Earth Coup
was successful in 1980 or 1990 or 2000 or 2010. All these coups failed because they the 1984 II
Dictators wanted to keep Oil and Wounded Warriors in the pipelines! Doctors "Lessons From
the Battlefield" "Merging civilian and military trauma care would benefit doctors and patients
alike." By DHRUV KHULLAR, M.D. "Lessons From the Oil $$$ Battlefield" MD Cops ; after a
successful coup in a 1984 III Society of No Gas Stations On Earth, No Wounded Warriors the
next 8 years, no Stage 4 Deaths ever again!! This Society was lost on the Battlefields of
Baghdad's Shock and Awe by Bush.
11-20-2016 Sunday; In the first six months of 2016, highway deaths jumped 10.4 percent, to
17,775. Wounded Warriors the last 8 years. Stage 4 the last 8 Years of Obama. By NEAL E.
BOUDETTE Sunday NY Times!!
11-20-2016 Sunday; How to record writing your invention thriller Novel on your MacBook Pro.
Here Is How To Take Screenshots Of the Touch Bar on 2016 MacBook Pro "We all find the
Touch Bar on the new MacBook Pro to be very interesting. Do you ever wish to share what you
are up to on your Touch bar?" Hell No I's writing at the Hemingway House writing class a
invention thriller Nobel Novel I want to record. How do I do this?
11-20-2016 Sunday; Hemingway House writing class "Trump Medical School" a invention
thriller!
11-20-2016 Sunday; Hemingway House writing class "The bombing of the Yale Key West
Medical School Hospital" Another Hemingway War Novel with 2 Trillion Galaxies, gravity
engine, a true invention thriller about war today.
11-20-2016 Sunday;
11-20-2016 Sunday;
11-20-2016 Sunday;
11-19-2016 Saturday; Trump has chosen a top official with a history that includes building the
155 Story "Trump Medical School" in NYC. Infrastructure of 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Rx
Recipes for as many Nobels in Medicine a year!
11-19-2016 Saturday; Star Trek's First Contact with Jewish Aliens... is non fiction Today at the
Hemingway House writing class and the iNovel Writing Class will be finished by midnight with
a Noble Novel. Read how this First Contact with Jewish Aliens was invented, a invention
thriller!
11-19-2016 Saturday; Trump has chosen a top official with a history that includes building the
40 Nukes for the USS Jimmy Carter Submarine for Director of Los Alamos.
11-19-2016 Saturday; Embassy Ambassador for 2 Trillion New Galaxies Star Wars Star Trek
Era *.*
11-19-2016 Saturday; Star Trek's First Contact with Jewish Aliens... is non fiction Today at the
Hemingway House writing class and the iNovel Writing Class will be finished by midnight with
a Noble Novel. Read how this First Contact with Jewish Aliens was invented, a invention
thriller! ychotherapist... "The CIA MD's iapps that can link + run at Los Alamos! 365 Days
writing this web in 2015, what if Jimmy Carter had a Cadaver in High School would he have
won a Nobel in Medicine??? These guys who wrote the NASA Orders could have written
Cadavers for High School Students 1 year ago from today but didn't even think of doing this
because they let NBC fire Dr. Nancy Snyderman instead of promoting her to Oppenheimer II.
What if Greg Buell had 4 MD Wives in 2015 would they have Masterminded + Brainstormed

with iapps linked to Los Alamos a Rx Recipe for the Overnight Cure of Stage 4... Hell Yes!
Jimmy would not have gotten a Nobel in Medicine even with a Cadaver in High School, his
Nobel Peace Prize was a 1984 II Scam. Like the front page of the New York Times Today the
last day of 2015. Guys who sell the Virus Protection Software write the virus, same as the
Wounded Warriors. 10 cent gas in 2015 would have bankrupt Allah + Mecca. CIA psychological
Warfare Unit lost out to the guys who order arms from MIT and make more Wounded
Warriors for 1 Jan 2016. "China Says It Is Building Its Second Aircraft Carrier" for 2016 not a
NASA million miles Deep Space Station!
12-31-2015 Five predictions for the upcoming year...
News about Legal Polygamous Marriage!!
These 4 girls would be designing "Parking" inventions for Key West + NYC Today... Yes girls a
fork lift could stack cars 5 high without falling over... grin!

These 4 girls would be designing "Parking" inventions for Key West + NYC Today... Yes girls a
fork lift could stack cars 5 high without falling over... grin!
11-9-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Review; 007 “Spectre” MD

11-9-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Review; 007 “Spectre” MD

11-9-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Review; 007 “Spectre” MD

11-9-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Review; 007 “Spectre” MD

11-9-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Review; 007 “Spectre” MD

11-9-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Review; 007 “Spectre” MD

11-9-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Review; 007 “Spectre” MD
11-9-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Review; 007 “Spectre” MD

11-8-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Sunday Review; 007 “Spectre”
MD
11-8-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Sunday Review; “Spectre” A+
Pakistan! With as many as 120 warheads, Pakistan Moslems! 9/11 II + III time bombs! CIA fails
in Today's editorial by the Times Top Quarks... as they don't mention $$$ BP Oil paid for these
H-Bombs. And 10 cent gas would have won the war with Moslems, Mecca, Allah with Jimmy
Carter's 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Jimmy Carter Nuclear Submarine also has 120
Nuclear H-Bombs on board... Jimmy Carter forgot, ha to mention this too.
4 Girls in Pakistan looking into the Apple Window see 120 Nuclear H-Bombs paid for with
Pentagon $$$ Patriotic money in 2015, in 2015 this $ could have built 120 Apple-Starbucks
Store's Schools!

4 in 100,000 have no chance in Hell when Pentagon $$$ Patriotic money is spent on Sony Movies
like “Spectre” instead of the Ultra-Apple-Starbucks Store School stocked with $8K dollar
MacBook Pro's and Rx Recipes not Girl Scout Cookie Recipes, grin!

The editors at the Times fail to mention... the Pentagon Chiefs paid $7 Trillion to Pakistan...
11-8-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Sunday Review "The Pakistan
Nuclear Nightmare" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD NOV. 8, 2015 With as many as 120
warheads, Pakistan could in a decade become the world’s third-ranked nuclear power...
11-8-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Sunday Review "The Pakistan
Nuclear Nightmare" By THE EDITORIAL BOARD NOV. 8, 2015 With as many as 120
warheads, Pakistan could in a decade become the world’s third-ranked nuclear power, behind
the United States and Russia, but ahead of China, France and Britain. Its arsenal is growing
faster than any other country’s, and it has become even more lethal in recent years with the
addition of small tactical nuclear weapons that can reach the Cartoon HQ in Paris!

The editors at the Times fail to mention... the Moslem Pakistan Generals are mad as Hell about
Allah + Mohammad getting married at a gay legal wedding at the Hemingway House in Key
West.
The editors at the Times fail to mention... Pakistan spends about 25 percent of its budget on
defense for MIT War Toys made in the USA.
The editors at the Times fail to mention... Paris bears responsibility for current nuclear arms
race by Pakistan Moslem Generals mad as Hell about legal Gay Marriage of Allah +
Mohammad in Paris + Key West.

Mandy Miles in Key West at the New paper Office writes in Tan Lines Today their + they've are
not use correctly by white girls with red lipstick on Facebook... All week Mandy Miles has been
reading the New York Times Headlines + Facebook about the 415 out of 100,000 white's put to
death by Bill Gates + Tim Cook moving all the good paying jobs to China and she writes about
white girls on Facebook using their + they're!

11-8-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Barbara Broccoli reflects on the
actors who have played the iconic leading man. Daniel Craig “Again, perfect for his time. We
just didn’t feel in a post-9/11 world that we could be as fantastical as before. Craig is more
grounded. And now I don’t even want to think about someone else as Bond.” — Barbara
Broccoli.
11-8-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Barbara Broccoli, 55 born in Los
Angeles, she now lives and works in London — Ms. Broccoli has an iron-fisted reputation. She
gave the job to Mr. Craig, whom she had spotted in an indie drama called “Layer Cake.”
“Spectre” “Barbara scares the hell out of people,”

4 in 100,000 have no chance in Hell when Pentagon $$$ Patriotic money is spent on Sony Movies
like “Spectre” instead of the Ultra-Apple-Starbucks Store School stocked with $8K dollar
MacBook Pro's and Rx Recipes not Girl Scout Cookie Recipes, grin!
YouTube Red purchase I bought 007 Spectre $14.99 and it worked watched the movie on my
LG android cell and PC Acer Cloudbook can't download the move yet as no ovious icons for
downloading on Google.
Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... Sunday Review; “Spectre” A+

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 email NEW
inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG
TRANSPYRE VS810PP Android.
inventor8484@gmail.com

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed
up nicely...
Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel
Tower Structure! 3-30-14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key
West Medical School on 3-4-2011.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html
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9-27-2016 Bday big one 69
Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 27,

Copyright 2015 Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041
NEW CELL # Smartphones use this one... 305 434 5276

Old CELL # 305 340 8082

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email NEW
inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG
TRANSPYRE VS810PP Android.
"Gravity Engine" # 1... Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift helicopter combines... Don't Fly
Today!! But should dominate Pakistan!!
1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg + Wives Brainstorming...
1-31-2016 Invention-nominated documentary showing Greg + Wives Brainstorming...
"Gravity Engine" # 1... Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift helicopter combines... Don't Fly
Today!! But should dominate Pakistan!!
1-31-2016 Airbus AS350 series of helicopters... fly NYC tourists over NYC.
1-31-2016 Airbus GB1984KW series of heavy lift helicopter combines... Don't Fly Today!! But
should dominate Pakistan!!
6-28-2016 After these 4th of July killings in War + at Home the Pentagon said we don’t worry
about Kerry + McCain being confused about their future as super War heroes in Hanoi, Boston.
"Disney Princesses Do Change Girls — and Boys, Too" By Kj Dell’Antonia - Ky needs to
rewrite this article for the 4th of July 2016 Orwellian Princesses who will be killed by troops
coming home from War's that could have been Won in 1980 with No Gas Stations on Earth
Navy Op Coup. When you’re a parent of children of a certain age, the Disney princesses seem to
be everywhere. For years, parents have been questioning how princess culture might influence
little girls, particularly those who seem besotted with their images and their stories. A new study
offers some surprising insights, finding that the princesses did make a difference in the behavior
of girls — and that they influenced boys as well. Researchers looked at the rates of engagement
with Disney princess media in 198 5- and 6-year-olds, and found that for both boys and girls,
higher princess involvement (through toys, products and media consumption) over the course of
a year was associated with higher levels of female gender-stereotypical behavior at the end of the
study — even after the researchers controlled for other variables. “It’s not just that girly-girls
like princesses,” said Sarah Coyne, a professor of family life at Brigham Young University and
lead author of the study, which was published in the journal Child Development. “We were able
to completely take that out of the equation, and look at whether there is really long-term
growth” in female stereotypical behaviors in children with high levels of princess engagement.
“We found that there was,” she said, and that the media was really “driving” that association
“as opposed to the other way around.” That growth in female stereotypical behaviors (like quiet
play, pretend cooking and cleaning, and avoiding risks, getting dirty or trying new things), was
also observed, to a lesser but still significant degree, in boys with higher Disney princess
engagement. How concerned parents will be about that connection depends on how we perceive
those behaviors — and possibly on which gender child we’re thinking about. When it comes to
girls, the link between princess involvement and stereotypically female behavior is certainly no
surprise, said Rebecca Hains, media studies professor at Salem State University and author of
“The Princess Problem.” “It supports what cultural studies critics have been saying for years.”
Fear of how the princess narrative influences girls in a culture that often puts more emphasis on
how a girl looks and behaves than on how she acts and thinks is nothing new, and Dr. Hains is
pleased to see quantitative research backing up the qualitative argument that Disney, as a
primary purveyor of all things princess, is contributing to that influence. But when it comes to

boys, Dr. Coyne and her fellow researchers described the increase in stereotypically female
behavior as meaning something very different. In girls, they saw an increase in those behaviors
as “potentially problematic,” while in boys, the increase in androgyny that the stereotypically
female behaviors reflected could, they wrote, have “benefits for development throughout the life
span.” That preference for shifting girls away from more traditionally female behaviors while
encouraging them in boys is reflected in some popular culture as well, such as commercials for
GoldieBlox toys in which girls destroy princess toys and new products designed to encourage
doll play among boys. Why is what’s good for boys bad for girls in this case? It’s all about the
starting point, Dr. Hains said. “If girls are already tending in this direction, then increasingly
exaggerating the feminine is becoming extreme. For boys, who are already immersed in a hypermasculine culture, becoming more feminine is becoming more well-rounded.” As appealing as
that desire for the well-rounded boy may sound, Catherine Connors, founder of Demeter Media
and the former head of content at Disney Interactive for Women and Family, suggests that the
reality is more complicated. “We really get our hackles up at the idea of femininity being
encouraged in girls,” she said, and that reaction itself is, she argued, “a manifestation of
institutional and cultural sexism.” A former academic, she said her daughter pushed her to
rethink her own fears about princesses. “She asked for a Disney princess snowsuit,” Ms.
Connors said. “It was pink, it was sparkly, it was like the platonic ideal of princess
merchandise.” (This was before her employment with Disney.) “We’d just bought Spiderman
snow boots, which I was happy about, but when I balked at the snowsuit, she just looked at me,
and she said ‘Mommy, why don’t you think this is cool?’” Put on the spot, Ms. Connors bought
the snowsuit — and started to rethink the princesses. We’re so worried about the passive,
waiting-for-rescue narrative, she said, that we don’t see the positive in even the older stories.
“Snow White and Cinderella are active,” she said. “They’re just not necessarily active in
masculine ways. We see Cinderella being kind as somehow less noble than going out after a
dragon.” Snow White, she said, is “about creating your own community, imagining a life for
yourself beyond your situation.” “There are absolutely things about the princesses that should
be looked at with a careful and critical eye,” she said, noting the tendency of the products to
depict the active princesses of the movies in pretty but passive (and often sexualized) poses. “We
also need to look at the rich legacy of these stories.” That’s where parents come in. “Our goal is
not to kill princess culture,” Dr. Coyne said. “It’s a magical part of childhood that I enjoyed
with my own daughter. But we can talk about the characteristics of the princesses — the great
things they do, as opposed to what they look like, or what girls look like when they dress up like
them.” Dr. Hains agreed. “Call out the good things,” she said. “She’s pretty and she’s so smart.
Belle always has a book in her hands. Anna is really a problem solver. Identify the things that
are important to your family.” Focus on the princesses’ qualities that support your values. For
parents who want to encourage children to think beyond the Cinderella story, Mulan and
Merida (of “Brave”) offer alternative models. Both defy expected gender roles, speak their
minds and challenge the traditional expectations for princesses and the princes they supposedly
seek. Anna and Elsa of “Frozen” do the same. Still, there’s no need to go overboard in our
explanations, Ms. Connors said. “We wring our hands about girls being snookered by the
princess narrative, but we don’t worry about boys being confused about their future as
superheroes.”
6-28-2016 After these 4th of July killings in War + at Home the Pentagon said we don’t worry
about Kerry + McCain being confused about their future as super War heroes in Hanoi, Boston.
"Disney Princesses Do Change Girls — and Boys, Too" By Kj Dell’Antonia - Ky needs to
rewrite this article for the 4th of July 2016 Orwellian Princesses who will be killed by troops
coming home from War's that could have been Won in 1980 with No Gas Stations on Earth
Navy Op Coup.
Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects too!!
Live Streaming Video on the 4th of July 2016 Brainstorming the Rx Recipes on a iMac Super
computer for a Stag 4 Rx Cure live... POW's Greg + Wives in Key West!

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email NEW
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1 Trillionth Ford ElectricWindmillEscort should be coming off the Ford Assembly line on the
4th of July 2017.
12-1 2016 Doomed Jet Carrying Brazilian Team Reportedly Ran Out of Fuel...
12-1 2016 Doomed Jet Carrying Brazilian Team Reportedly Ran Out of Fuel...
12-1 2016 Doomed Jet Carrying Brazilian Team Reportedly Ran Out of Fuel...
12-1 2016 Thursday;
12-1 2016 Thursday;
12-1 2016 Thursday;
12-1 2016 Thursday;
12-1 2016 Thursday;
11-30-2016 Wednesday; The universe may have been in existence forever. This theory
complements Einstein's theory of relativity. Before; Big Bang!! Is the more severe problem of
general relativity because the laws of physics appear to break down there.” Thus the Universe
existence forever. Why Castro; Obama; Biden; Hawkings are atheists has to do with murder,
like Obama shooting all the wounded warriors at Walter Reed for $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues and Jimmy Carters billion dead from the 1980 suppression of the invention of the
ElectricWindmillEscort. Letters: C.I.A. Doctors, Ethics and Torture - Walter Reed MD's Living
a Rich, Full Life’ taking care of Wounded Warriors Obama shot, 1980 Ford
ElectricWindmillEscort Era instead would not have any Walter Reed MD's... Living a Rich, Full
Life’ thanks "War$".
11-30-2016 Wednesday; ...a Symbol of What Went Wrong... purple hearts not heart transplants
Brainstorming a Rx Recipe for Stage 4 is not in todays NY Times article on... "Going Flat’ After
Breast Cancer" By RONI CARYN RABIN Some women are choosing to defy medical advice
and social convention after mastectomies, saying they would rather live without breasts than
undergo more surgery.

$777 Trillion in BP Oil; Honor Killings via Tim Cook Bill Gates Steve Jobs
Link to Acrobat file for 1-1-2016 Greg + Wives
Greg's YouTube Video reposted

12-1-2016 Copyright Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041
9/11 II and III can be prevented with the 1980 Ford ElectricWindmillEscort driving around
times square the world with No Gas Stations On Earth!
12-1 2016 Doomed Jet Carrying Brazilian Team Reportedly Ran Out of Fuel...

